ells modi) Stmerfran.
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LOCAL AFFAIRS,

nURRILL NATIONAL BAN |X

D-EL8W

NBW

ME_f\

ORTH,

A small

than counting it out in bills? Not !
only that, but you will sleep much j
easier nights when you know
yout
Better open up an acmoney is safe.
count in our bank.
For further information call any time. Bemembet
your money is always at your disposal

just
■

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
G A Parcher—Water-Glass.
Harry C Austin A Oo—Chair seats.
Exec notice—Est Henrietta L McFarland.
"
—Est Frederick Wood.
"
—Est Hannah R Smalltdge.
—Est Emma Kingsley.
Admr notice—Est Henry Whiting.
*'
—Est Robert Gerry.
-Est Mina A Staples.
"
—Est Fannie Douglass.
"
—Est Lena B Foren.
-Est Charlotte E Whittaker.
Bancor, Hi:
Dr C E Holt—Dentist.

In

effect Dec. A, IB 10.

*
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assured if you keep them in a box in our Safe Deposit
Vaults. It 1* foolhardy to “tuck »w»y” precious papers, etc..
where fire or theives can net at them; it,a the wisest move vou
can make to rent a box In onr strong vault* and
keep vour
valuables in it.
We have modern Vaults in all three of onr institutionswrit* to ,b®
nearest manager for particulars, and rental
charges.

EASTERN TRUST l BANKING CO,

BANGOR, ML

MARK-DOWN SALE.
Surely Cannot Beat Them.

While the extensive

made in

being
improvements
clothing temporarily to the A.F.
GRKKLY STORE adjoining, where our great MARKDOWN SALE will be continued until our store is completed.
onr

btore,

we

will

are

jI ![

next

will follow.

^

move our

Bg Bargains in all Lines of Clothing and

Furnishings.

We have all the facilities required by an up-to-date 11
][
J i banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the JI
of our customers the
II

J[

i

J

J
|

11
i

J
!
J;
|

«li-|><»-al

i

character, ability

11

benefit of the collective
and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in
any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and
get in touch
with you.
J

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

1311 WALL PAPER
MY

NEW

READY

HANGINGS

FOR

ARE

NOW

INSPECTION.

IN

THE

Masons and their families

AND
NEW

PATTERNS AND COLORING ARE PARTICULARLY ATTRACTIVE AND THE PRIOES LOW

From 8 cents Double Roll

are

invited.
Fire ut Hull’s Cove.
Hull’s Cove, March 20 (special)—Last
Friday night the stable here belonging to
Dave Hennen Morris, of New York, was
destroyed by fire. The alarm was given
by Dr. C. C. Morrison, who was driving by
and discovered the building all in flames.
The Hull’s Cove fire department was
aroused as soon as possible, and water was
turned on in twelve minutes. Nothing
could be saved in the stable, hut the boys
did splendid work in saving the large trees
near by and keeping the house from catching. Several valuable carriages, a few of
which had recently been done over tor the
coming season, together with several carriages and an automobile belonging to H.
A. Perry and stored in the stable, were de-

called to Edgecomb
yesterday by the death of his mother Mrs.
Jane A. Johnston, at the age of eightythree years.
Edward M. Moore has moved his fish
market from the east end of the bridge to
the Btore on Water street adjoining the
postoffice lot.
C. S.

Johnston

was

Lowell is ill of typhoid-pneua few days past his condition
has been critical, but there is now a slight

George

monia.

R.

For

improvement.
Rev. D. L. Yale and wife, of Enfield,
are in Ellsworth for a short visit
with Mrs. Yale’s parents, Austin M.
Foster and wife.

Conn.,

uiy

nanati
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ui

ui
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11
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WEDDING BELL*.
The agricultural committee of the Ellsworth Merchants’ association is working
CTHHMAN-LYON.
on a proposition which
may result in the
The wedding of Mias Jalia Cushman aad
An office is being built in the rear of
establishment of a corn canning factory
of Bangor, took
H. F. Wescott’s store.
here. The committee has not blown any Alpbeue Croaby Lyon,
place Monday evening et the home of the
Senator Hale arrived home Ifst Saturday trumpets or made any roseate
promises, bride’* parents, Mr. aad Mrs. L. H. Ouehand Lao opened “The Pines”.
but haa put in real work to interest the
man, in tbla city. It was a simple honse
Miss Georgia Foster, who is teaching in farmers of the vicinity. Meetings have
relatives of the bride end groom
been held at North Ellsworth, West Ells- wedding,
Brewer, is home tor a week’s vacation.
and a few girl friend* of the bride being
Misa Helene Bellatty, who has beefl worth and Waltham. If pledges to plant present. The hone* decoration* were of
acres ui corn can
oe secured, a cornteaching in Lincoln, is home for a week’s
oat flowers.
packing firm has practically assured the
vacation.
Tbs ceremony was performed by Rev. K.
association -that it will locate a factory B.
Mathews, of the Congregational chervil.
Hn. J. A. Peters and Mrs. A. E. Cushhere. Already 145 acres have been seThe bride end groom were unattended.
mau an home from a visit of several weeks
cured, with forty-five additional promised The bride’s dree* was of whit*
in Boston.
crepe
to the association for its own planting.
meteor, trimmed with rare old lace, deMn. Harr; J. Jordan fell on the ioe in
Ellsworth friends of Dr. Walter L. Pos- scended from the bride's
great-grandher doorjard Friday, fracturing one leg
ter, son of Mrs. Lorenxo D. Foster, extend mother and worn by the brida’e mother at
above the ankle.
on
his
congratulations
marriage. They bar wadding. Tba brida’e boagaet was of
Acadia chapter will a ork the Royal Arch await, however, a fitting opportunity to roast and lilies
of-tbe-valley.
next
will
Tuesday
their
degree
evening. Sapper
express
opinion of the surprise he
After the ceremony, luncheon waa
be served at 6.30.
gave them. Dr. Foster visited his home served, the following girls friends of the
Horace F. Wescott and A. W. Curtis are here Monday of last week, leaving on the bride emitting:
Mime* Bernice Giles,
in Boston to attend the New England night train. No inkling of the new dig- Mary C. Hamilton, Emilie Young, Elisahardware dealers’ convention.
nity he was about to assume leaked out beth T. Cushman, Louise Eppes, Catherine
his friends here. Thursday morn- Hurley, Susie Jordan.
George H. Grant, who haa been seriously among
Out-of-town guests at the wedding were
ill of the grip and pleurisy at his home at ing’s Portland Press printed the following: “A pretty home wedding was that Edward Lyon and wife, parents of the
Grant’s corner, is much better.
of last evening, when Susan Winifred
groom; Miss Elsie Lyon, Mrs. Charles E.
The senior class of the Ellsworth high
Perkins was united in marriage to Walter Lyon, Mrs. Merit Howell, George Devis
school is preparing to present the play,
Lowell Foster at the home of the bride’s and
wife, Horace Fletcher and wife, all of
“Hiawatha," at Hancock ball May 5.
aunt, Mrs. Susie A. Nevens, 205 Wood- Bangor; Wilbur Webb sod wife, of St.
A special meeting of Irene chapter, O.
fords street. Kev. Harry E. Townsend, of
Stephen, N. B., and Miss EUston, of DalE. S., will be held Friday evening for the
Westbrook
Universalist
church, las, Texas.
work. A good attendance is desired.
officiated, and the single ring service was
The bride and groom left on the night
Koscoe Holmes was called to Belfast last used. Following the ceremony there was train for a wedding
trip. They have the
week by the death on Wednesday of his a wedding dinner, to which the relatives congratulations of tbeir many Ellsworth
and intimate friends were invited. Mr. friends.
brother, Alonzo, aged sixty-seven years.
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will have a soci- and Mrs. Foster will make their home at
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
able next Wednesday evening, March 'J9. 205 Woodfords street.”
All

!!
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RELIABLE CLOTHING COMPANY,

j

«>" the

Sunday.

Reliable Clothing Co.
You

company
f[The mnk| unionoftrust
ELLSWORTH

Mrs. E. Q. Swett, of Portland, is visiting
friends in this city.

Branches as OM Town and Msehlss.

Come and Look at Prices.

to

A thief gained access to Parcber’s drugFrom Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6AS p m.
store last Sunday night by breaking two
From East—11.08,11.45 a m; 5A8 and 10A2 p m.
panes of glass at the rear.
About |5 in
MAIL CLOSES AT FOSTOFFICB.
change was stolen from the drawers of the
Going Wbst—10.80,11.15 a m; 6.50 and 9 pm.
cash
so
far
as can be ascerregisters, but,
Goiho Bast—6.45 a m; 4and 6 pm.
tained, nothing else was taken from the
Registered mail should be at postofflee half store or
express packages.
an hour before mail closes.
While extensive repairs and improveNo Sunday mail.
ments are being made in its store in the
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.
First National Bank building, the Reliable
Herbert Foster was at home from Ban- Clothing Co. has moved its stock of clothing to the A. F. Ureely building adjoingor over Sunday.
A flock of twenty wild geese passed over ing, which it will occupy until tbe work
on the store is
completed.
Ellsworth

is

lUbmiarmrnt*.

Friday evening, at
Odd Fellows’ ball. Supper will be served
at 6 o’clock, and the business meeting , |

AT BLLBWORTH POSTOFFICE.

on

SECURITY FUR YOUR VALUABLES

'Mi

the Ellsworth merchants’
association,
called for last Monday evening, has been

postponed

MAILS RBCXIVBD.

|

Hev. P. A. A. Klliam, of tbe Baptist
church, will be in Northeast Harbor next
Sunday. In bis absence, Hev. I. B. Mower,
D. D., secretary of tbe Baptist State convention, will occupy tbe pulpit here Sunday morning and evening.
The banquet and business' meeting of

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

)"T“”No. 12

Henry E. Deris and wife, ol

T., will

the same.

We allow liberal Interest
check accounts.

of

Officers of Blanquefort oonamandery, K
be installed next Monday even ins
by Past Grand Commander Arno W.
King. There will be a banquet at 6.30,
followed by installation.
Dancing and
cards will follow.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

Protective Ins Co.
Statement—Loyal
Assessors' Notice.
Reliable Jlothlng Co—Mark-down sale.

piece

of paper in check form
wilj settle up any account. Isn’t that
much better and a great deal
quickei

daughter
this city.

Oashmsn McGown bts returned from
visit to Passadumkeag.

WEST

ELLSWORTH,

Joseph 8. Header visited friends at
North Sorry last wselc.
lire. George Crosby was a week-end
guest of Austin Canary and wife.
H. P. Carter and wife visited Mr. Carsister, Mrs. Thurston Cunningham,
at Bluehill Saturday and Sunday.
ter's

Clarington J. Carter and wife visited
Mrs. Carter’s brother, Arthur Joy, at
BUaworth Palis Saturday and Sunday.
Alvah Giles baa returned from Ellsworth Pails, where be tashad employment, and is working toFn. P. Oerter
for a few days.
KLL8WOKTH

FALLS.

Almond G. Jelliaon and wife
Monday and Tuesday at Waltham.

spent

George E. Davis and wife are visiting
John A. Scott and wife in Monton.
The embroidery dob will meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs. A. W. Ellis.
Mrs. Owen Uyrn, of Cambridge, Mass..
who has been visiting George E. Davis and
family, left Monday for home.
COMING KVKNrS.
TtLLB WORTH.

Wednesday evening, March 22, at So
ciety hall—Dancing school.
Wednesday evening, March 29, at Masonic hall-Sociable by Irene chapter, O.
E. 8.

Monday evening, April 17, at Hancook
hall
Play by fresbman class of high
school, for benefit of baseball team.
—

AbScrtiBnntnU.

t

Mrs. Maria L. Gray ia visiting ber aunt,
Mrs. Elvira Lewis, at Steuben.
Mrs. Julia Patten, of Ellsworth Falls,
visited friends here during the week-end.
Chester Maddox has gone to Boston,
where be expects to obtain a position as
teacher.
Miss Addle Richardson went to Brewer

Monday,
nery

to

resume

her work in

a

milli-

establishment.

Frank Moore has finished hauling for
the Branch Pond Lumber Co., and came
home Saturday night with his team.
A lecture will he given by the Ellsworth
merchants’ association at Agricultural
ball Monday evening, on the subject of

grip. Alex. D. Btaert bee been eworn in stroyed.
The origin of the fire is not khown, but corn-raising.
te deputy marshal and ie on duty while
Nicolin grange held its regular meeting
Mr. Perry had been working on his autohla brother is ill.
mobile that afternoon, and had a fire in the Saturday evening with a (air attendance.
At the meeting of tbe State board of
stove.
A discussion came up as to whether a
trade in Waterville last Wednesday, the
corn-canning factory at Ellsworth would
Ellsworth merchants’ association was
Democrats carry ward 4.
be profitable, but aa several members comadmitted to membership.
At the Bpecial election for alderman in
plained that they could not raise corn on
Miss Evelyn M. Bonsey left Friday for a ward 4 Monday, necessitated by the tie at account of the
coons, it was a question aa
visit of several days with her brother Sid- the regular election March 6, Alvin E. to whether it would be more
profitable to
a
was
elected
she
will
be
While
there
by
democrat,
Maddocks,
ney, at Searsport.
can the corn or the coons.
as
folnine.
The
vote
was
of
Mrs.
E.
C.
Pike.
the guest of
plurality
If you’re ready for top-notch
lows:
George A. Dodge has moved his family
OBKEM LAKE.
Alvin E. Maddocks.53
are occupying
Bluehill.
from
here
They
groceries at rock-bottom prices, the McGown house on High street, reHiram L. Danico.44
M. C. Baker, of Bangor, is building a
Defective.2
I’m ready to hand them out to cently vacated by B. T. Sowle.
camp.
Ed. Johnston, of Pittsfield, ia at the Joe
99
called
the
fireAre
which
Tbe alarm of
comisn’t
stock
quite
My
you.
Three more ballets were cast than at the Babineau camp.
men out Friday morning was for a burnplete as yet, but there’s plenty ing chimney at the Tripp house on Church regular election, when each candidate for Mr. and Mrs. Hindis, of Old Town, are
here that YOU ought to have, street. No damage resulted from the fire. alderman received forty-seven votes, with at Charles Bobbins’ camp.
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., will two defective, making a total of ninetyMrs. Butler, of Hancock, is visiting he.
and can save good money on. work the royal
purple degree next Mon- six ballots cast.
Mrs. Charles Scribner.
daughter,
the
of
Mr.
Maddocks
The election
gives
evening on two candidates. RefreshMrs. Bert Spencer, of West Seboeis, it
Every sale for Spot Cash. No day
of
one
on
the
board
a
majority
ments will be served after work. A large democrats
visiting her parents, Arthur Moore and
delivered.
of aldermen.
desired.

To 75 cents

). A. THOMPSON, Main St
Groceries
of Top-Notch
*

/\

I#.

yllflllty
Prices

Persistently

goods

attendance

Rock*BottOtn.
—

wife.

Haynes,

ANY SIZE.

Harry C. Austin & Co.
Puraltar*

Dealers aad Paacral

Directors.
l—

Hancock Co. Savings
—

SPECIAL
CHAIR SEATS Ellsworth Marine Railway
10c.

W1TM TNI

OLD IIUMLI

William Warren and family, of Bangor,
Stonlngton Schooner Lost
The schooner Allen Greene, owned by with guests, Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts, spent
Samuel W. Gross, of Stonington, was lost Sunday at the Warren camp.
Main St.,
in the Bay of Fundy Thursday night.
the Hopkins Store,
Ambrose N. Ames, of Rockland, cook, was
TOWN MEETINGS.
Rehearsals of tbe Ellsworth festival swept overboard and drowned. The vesEllsworth.
chorus will be held hereafter every two sel, while crossing the bay, ioed up, be- Officers Elected and
Appropriations
In business 37 1-3 jeers end bee
weeks instead of every week as heretofore. came unmanageable and went on the
Voted In Hancock County Towna.
paid
75 regular semiannual dividends.
The next rehearsal will be on Thursday rocks. Mr. Ames wss washed overboard
FRANKI.IN.
FOR SALE.
evening, March 20, at Society hall.
soon sfter the vessel struck, and his body
Moderator, Percy W Clark; selectmen
Tbe fine family horse owned by Mias was found later on the beach. The five and assessors, W E Bragdon, E W HastBANKING ROOMS:
difCharles
Otis
crew
reached
shore
with
the
of
the
as
others
Mabel N. Joy, known
ings, George Welsh; clerk, O 8 Donnell;
horse, is dead. Some time ago he fell in- ficulty.
treasurer, Boyd A BUiadell; collector,
himself severely, and bis death was
J G Bunker; school committeeman, Fred 16 Slate Street,
Ellsworth, He.
and ready for juring due to tbe effects of the fall.
Injuries Proved Fatal.
E Blaisdell; superintendent of schools,
probably
Maurice Stanley, of Cranberry Isles,
saw
steam
Also
business.
Maurice C Foss; road commissioners, W E
The 8.1- C’s. will be entertained Thurs- who was taken to the Bar Harbor
hospital
mill connected; day evening at the home of Mrs. C. L Da- last week suffering from injuries received Abbott, I T Butler; constables, Charles
and
and instrumental
Sprague, Selden Smith, Harry Wentworth.
three floors. vis. There will be vocal
by falling on the fly-wheel of a gasolene
mill
73x35;
Appropriations—Schools, fl,300; textmusic, readings, a dialogue and tbi ques- 1 engine on a fishing sloop, died Wednesday
books, (300; school supplies, (76; high
Everything in good condition, tion-bog. A pleasant time is assured.
I night, without having regained consciousschool, (BOO; school bouse repairs, (400;
Ellsworth friends extend congratula- ness.
ready to do business.
roads and bridges, (1,100; sidewalks, (26;
tions to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Allen
Co. Bryant, of Waban, Mass., on the birth of The secret of success is constancy of State road, (400; poor, (160; Memorial day,
Marine
(26.
Mrs. Bryant was Helen, purpose.—Lord Beacona/Uld.
a son, March IS.
F. S. Lord, Manager.
I

J- A.

In

is

About thirty Odd Fellows from Bluehill visited Lejok lodge last Friday evening. A supper was served at 6.30, followed
by work in the third degree. Another
supper was served after tbe work.

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY

Equipped

planing

________

Ellsworth

Railway

I

Bank-

EDITED BT

If Motto:

Prayer Mrating Tepic For the Week
Beginning March 26, 1911.
Topic.—A missionary Journey round the

Missions in the United States
Edited by Rev.
(wcoti.—I as. Ixli. 1-li
SbPBM H Doyle. D. D.
worM —111

describes tbe
No adjective
weatera part of our country than tbe
better

word “great.” It Is great in area, great
fc spirttna! needs, great In possibilities
Pre-eminently is it the
far (torts t

greet home mission field of tbe present
iisy far If you think that missionary
wertt ia the west is well nigh done
The
you simply do not know the facts.
aiat is more and more becoming the
hameof the foreigner who comes to
ear land with bis un-American and. so
Dflea. with his un-Christian ideas and
practices. The readiness with which
people leaving Christian homes and
Christian communities become indifferent to all religious work and worship under the changed conditions in
the west but magnifies the need. Many
of eur western fields today are as
needy of tbe cbnreb and the gospel ns
There are districts in
can be found.
the west occupied by many people
where there Is not a church of any
denomination. Here tbe real battle in
tbe Christianization of our land must
be fought. and there is no more important work In the church today than
that of holding the west for Christ. It
wxoi and America ia won; America won
and the world is won.
How deeply should we rejoice that
with the westward march of our oh ilizartnn the church sought to keep pace.
Btat a tremendous debt do we owe
to those pioneers wbo led tbe van.
bearing aloft the banner of tbe croes.
l%e only way in which we can honor
thane heroic souls is by continuing the
Wfigfc they so nobly begun. Tbe work
of evangelization must go on. We are
cbBed to it by every consideration of
patriotism and religion. It is tbe cause
of country, tbe cause of humanity, tbe
ratiar of God. We mast evangelise the
went for tbe sake of the people wbo
tie already there and who are going
there.
They are son is for whom
Ctortt died, as well as tbe hordes of
Africa. We most evangelize it for tbe
aAe at our country, of which it is an
Integral and Important part. The coming millions of the west must be pertmM by the gospel of Christ. We
cannot afford to leave so Influential a
part of our country to godlessness and
its attendant perils. We must go up
aid possess this land for Christ, for it
la oor land. The people of the west
are doing all they can for themselves,
laboring with splendid intelligence and
But
detotion and giving generously.
their numbers in many sections are
comparatively few, the regions to be
supplied are vast, and the need is
great We should give all the help
that we can. and give it now. before
the formation period is passed. Today
calls the opportunity whose knell tomorrow may sound.
Grasping this
grand opportunity, sending forth our
missionaries, the gospel’s sound will
be heard in every hamlet, village,
town and city, and the songs of the
redeemed will be sung by the vast and
sturdy population which is to deter
mtue so largely the future character
and destiny of our nation.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Gen. xxii. 1-18; Ps. lxxii. 8;
Isa. xxxv. 1; Jonah iii, 1-10;
Matt xxviii. 19; Acts xvi, 9.

“Coaching" In Churches.
The public school until recently has
He cm a mill that ground alike whatever came into its hopper-coal or mar
Me. wheat or. pebbles. The bright
scholar had too little to do. the average scholar got along fairly well, and
the poor scholar, after perhaps years
of heartache and desperate plodding,
finally was tossed out upon the rub
hA bean.
Jo these wiser days the schools are
Installing “coaching teachers." whose
duty it Is to give special attention to
the poorest scholars in the various
classes and try by earnest personal
work to place them at least in the po
sitfon of the average pupils.
Under this system. In one school near
Boat on where six nationalities meet,
only If per cent fall to go on with
their classes. Three years ago. under
the old system, .TO per cent of the pu
pfls fell by the wayside.
Now. Just this work of coaching is
done in onr churches by the Christian
Endeavor societies. Junior. Young Pe<>
pie's and Senior. With a beautiful
brotherly spirit the workers that ad
vance more rapidly help on those that
move slowly. That Is what our look
out committees do. and our prayer
meeting committees, and. Indeed, all
our other committees.
Christian En
denvor means that the Christians
young and old. are first helping them
selves to the strength that Christ hstows and then helping others to It.
Ko one left behind, no one falling b
the way—that la the spirit of the best
modern education, and It is the spirit of
Christian Endeavor.—Arrow In Christian Endeavor World.

This column to devoted to the Orange. «*pec tally to the grange# of Hancock oouoty.
The column to open to all f range re for the
dtocueoloa of toplce of general internet, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
ehort and conciee. All communication* maet
be eigned, but name* will not be printed except by permieeion of the writer. All communication* will be eabject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

“AOUT MAD©A”

“Btipfuiand Uopefui."

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and Alms to oe helpful end hopeful
Being for the oonson good. It Is ferthecom
□on use—• pa bile servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium forthetnterchange of Ideas, la this capacity It solicit*

OBLIGATION.

—

Dear M. B. fVienna:
I hope some thought in the poem may
suggest to you e connection between “the
light that cheers the way of others” and
the work of the Red Cross ordei, for it is
surely quite time that we opened this interesting subject in the column. I am
under deep obligations to F. C., who has
taken pains to write out so clearly and interestingly the history of this order from

—

There are literally hundreds of thousands of women in
the United States who have been benefited by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from roots and herbs over
thirty years ago by a woman to relieve woman’s suffering.
Read what another woman says:-—
“I have used Lydia E.Pinkham’s VegetaJonesboro, Texas.

beginning.
Hwias

—

ble Compound for myself and daughter, and consider it .unequalled for all female diseases. I would not be without it for
anything. I wish every mother in America could be persuaded
to use it as there would be less suffering among our sex then.
I am always glad to speak a word of praise for Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and you are at liberty to use this
testimonial."— Mrs. James T. Lawrence, Jonesboro, Texas.

philanthropist, witnessed much needless sufferring and loss of life resulting from days of
neglect to care for the wouoded after a
fiercely-fought battle. He then and there conceived the idea of pledging the nations of the
earth to regard and respect as neutral all
sick and wounded soldiers and all persona giving them aid.
With the help of the Swiss federal council,
he brought about an international conference
at Geneva in October, 1IB, in which sixteen
government# were represented. This was followed by the Geneva convention of October I
iM4, which adopted nine articles of agreement
for the improvement of the condition of the
wounded in armies of the field. These articles
were then signed by twelve governments.
Twenty-eight powers have since added their

Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound had the virtue to help
these women it will help any other woman who is suffering
from the same trouble ?
For SO yean Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female Ills. No sick woman does Justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicina
w^« exclusively from roots and herbs, end
has thousands of cures to Its credit,
r the slightest trouble appears which
ou do not understand, write to Mrs.
at Lynn, Mass., for her advice—it is
free and always helpful.

signatures.
committee,

wnose

Head-

quarters are at Geneva, waa provided for by
the conference of IMS. It ia to serve as an innational comtermediate agent between
mittees. and to lessen the labor of their com
mnnications with each other. The national
committees have the direction and responsibility of the work in their own countries;
they must provide resources to be used in
time of need; take active measures to secure
followers, establish local societies, and have
plenty of help always ready for action; and
in time of war send and distribute safely and
wisely all available supplies, nurses and
assistants to proper destinations.
The conference of 1*63 also made it necessary for societies to obtain and bold government recognition by which they might receive recognition from other uations in time
of war.
In IM4 a uniform flag made of a red cross on
a white ground was adopted as a compliment
to the Swiss confederation, whose national
flag is the reverse. A badge or sign was also
agreed upon. This was a red cross on a white
ground, and waa to be worn upon the arm of
all persons acting with or in the aervice of
the committees under the convention.
The whole of Europe has long since been
marshalled under the banner of the Red
Croat*; and, to its powerful and peaceful sign
the committee hopes to bring all civilized nations. Already it has been carried into Asia,
Siberia, on tbe Chinese frontier and in
Turkiatan; through the African continent, in
Algeria and Egypt; and Oceanica baa a committee at Batavia. Even the islands of the sea
are learning the blessings of more humane
customs in war.
As ita first convention was called during our
Civil war, no delegates were especially sent
by the United States, bnt our minister to

Switzerland, acting as a delegate, sent a copy
of the doings of tbe convention to our government for recognition. This was not given.
The subject was again presented in 1M6, and
a society waa formed by Rev. Henry Bellows,
which for some cause failed to be recognized.
After another season of discourageu.ent the
international committee decided to present
the subject through Hiss Clara Barton, who
had worked with committees of the Red Cross
during the Pranco-Prussiau war, thus be coming familiar with its methods.
ud miss Barton
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A letter from S. J. Y. contains a clipping
from a paper printed in 1806 which give*
Miss barton’s personal history, which
follows:

Christian Endeavor’s Influence.
I believe In Christian Endeavor be
pause I have seen It train children into
CLARA BARTON.
Christian life in a sawmill village that
Miss Clara Barton was born in a quiet home
was without any other services until,
iu a rural community t North Oxford, Worwhen a pastor came, eleven were
ready for church membership and five
The U. n. 4ii»v mu*
taok their parents also to the altar. It Law" does not‘‘indorse”torio its ‘"Pure Food
‘-guarantee’’ any
changed the lifeless prayer meeting In preparation, as some manufacturers in tneir
adveitisements would make it appear. In
a prison Info n lively band of Christian
the case of medicines the law
provides that
workers. It brought to those men com- certain drugs snail be meutioued on the
labels, if they are ingredients of the preparafort and strength to bear their condi- tions. Bi>’a Cream
Balm, the we.l-kuown
tion. I h.t'-p seen It sustain for years family remedy for cold in the head, hay fever
and nasal catarrh, Uoesu’t contain a
single inregular services In a rough communi- jurious drug, so the makers have siiupiy
to
print the fact that it complies fully with all
ty without a pastor.—S. M. Sloan.
the requirements of the law.

cester county, Mss*.
Her father, Stephen
Barton, a highly respected man, in early
a
in the West under
served
as
soldier
youth
and
••Mad
Anthony”
(General) Wayne
witnessed the evacuation of Detroit by the
British in 17M. Of a family of five, Clara was
the youngest by several years. Thoroughly
domestic as a child, she had onlyacouutry
school education, acting in young womanhood as clerk and bookkeeper for her eldest
brother iu a country grocery store.
At twelve years of age shew is the special
attennantof a sick brother, being with him
continually day and night for two years, with
only a half-day away from him in all that
time. Not an hour's play, not a day in school,
practically imprisoned in thedeadly air of the
sick room, realizing every moment that he
Mother's life depended upon her vigilauce.
As soon as old enough, she taught short
terms each year in the district schools about
tier home.
When tweuty three years of agt
Miss Barton went to Bordentown, N. J.. when
there was not, and never had been, a public
school. Several attempts had been niade(
without success, to establish a school there
The brightest boys of the town ran untaught
in the streets. She believed a school possible
and offered to teach a free school for three
months at her own expense to prove it. Thr
people laughed at the idea, and she argued
with them for six weeks before the authorities would fit up an unoccupied building outside the village for her use.
On the first day of school six outcast boy*
were alone secured as
pupils; but iu five
weeks the room would not hold the childrei>
who clamored for admittance. The commissioners erected a three-story brick bui/dlog costing $4,000, and in the winter of 1853-4
she enrolled 000 pupils in the newly-o-ganized
school.
Miss Barton’s health broke under this
strain and the exposure of teaching in a
newly-plastered building, and she was forced
to accept clerical work in the patent office at
where
she
Washington,
developed exceptional business powers. Ont of office
hoars
her
time
was
largely spent in
.philanthropic venture*, and from the age of
twenty-five to the opening of the war she bad
developed an intense love for philanthropic
effort.
—

this country the
third time presented
to our government far consideration, and
after five years of hard labor, a nationatpoei
ety was formed, known as the Association of
the American Red Cross. Its formation was
largely due to the vfforts of our second martyred President and three of his historic cabinet—James G. Blaiue, W iliam Wiudomand
Robert T. Lincoln. H> desire and nomination
of President Garfield. Miss Clara Barton was
made its first president, and requested to
name her own officers.
The association was formed during tbe winter of 1880*81, with the view on the
part of
President Garfieid of making easy the adoption of the treaty in his uext message, which
message was never writen. President Arthur
loyally carried on the good work and the
treaty was adopted, endorsed by action of
the Senate, proclaimed by the President to
our people; later istified by tbe international
powers in tbe congress of Berne, with the
pledge to render relief to unfortunate victims 1
of war, and the privilege, by Miss Barton’s
request, of rendering similar relief to the ;
victims o' great national calamities and dis- I
asters.
!
p. c.

treaty of Geneva

woman

a

soul upon its lonely way.
—Selected by Aunt Emma.

An international

by Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound

who is sick and suffering, and won’t at least
which has the record of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
medicine
try
Vegetable Compound, is, it would almost seem, to blame
for her own wretchedness. Read what this woman says;
When my second daughter was eighteen
Richmond, Mo.
months old I was pronounced a hopeless invalid by specialist*.
I had a consultation of doctors and they said 1 had a severe case
of ulceration. I was in bed for ten weeks, had sinking spells,
and was pronounced to be in a dangerous condition. My father
Insisted that we try Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
and brought me six bottles. I soon began to improve, and before it had all been taken I was as well and strong as ever,—my
Mrs.
friends hardly recognized me so great was the change.
Woodson Branstetter, Richmond, Mo.

A

ray

a

to Health

Restored

The outer world is dark; my world is bright.
It is not fair that I should have the light.
My life be freed from sorrow and from care.
While others faint with burdens I might
share
I’ll keep my heart's lamp burning, that ita

Dunant,

which.?'

sloiamid’

way.

On June M. ISGfi, Henri

wt^T

tb/L*'

The outer world is dark; my room is bright.
It is not fair that I should have the light
While others wander on in darkness still.
I’ll place my light on the window-eill.
And keep it burning brightly, that ita ray
May cheer some traveller on his homeward

its

lmmpeb.de.

Ballet in witchcraft la
vary
**
imong tha Moon. An old
negrew,,
mnt ol our*, Jemeea, wae a
reputed
>1 the craft of tha Gaaowa. She
•UrnT
« week’,
holiday once, during
waa to drink the blood of a
.beep,
good reaeon.
rarlooa incantation., and
another
Hamad,
servant,
DATBB.
^ whan in an Umpired
condition,
Hancock
of
leclared
ha
that
bad a vary bad
Saturday, May 5-Meeting
ind
moat
sacrifice
Pomona grange with Halcyon grange,
next morning .
n°
hackled cock. He did so.
North Bloehill.
A few days Inter, Jemeea
being
abm.,
bar fellow-servants explained
BEAOIBT, 471, SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
that even
Seagirt grange met March 11. There >ld negreae ought to hove had some el
One new memwas work in all degrees.
blood, bat Jemeea had drunk tba i„
Refreshment# were rheo tha davila had choked
ber waa elected.
the aid
on
wa,
omitted
served. Literary program
woman and Jemeea bad gone to
the Ua
hour.
account of the lateness of the
3rat. She then became bead
soreana
rice very old negreae choked as
LAMOINE, 254.
Jemeea coaid never go to the
pnklic
Lamoine grange bald ita regular meetoven to fetch one cake* and
pies, tor uuing March 14; twenty-four present. B. were djinna there who would bullet
her
Walker McKeen, State lecturer, ia ex- ind maltreat ber. On the eve ol a
uertaia
pected to meet with the grange May SO.
tenet the asked leave to propitiate

consnUinZTI'

Communications will be subject to approvalo?
rejection by the editor of the column, but non*
Address
will be rejected without good reason
ill communications to
The American.
KUswortb, Me.

some

Propitiating
Hooaunold
Wlnnrd of a

p,0Bh*®

communications, and Its success <lepends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name o'
writer will not be printed except by perm ssloi

May cheer

wrrcftcRArr among
noo«

among tt|( Granger*.

Afebirtifittint!.

fllntnal fitntbt Eotmnn.

teacher,

as s nurse, as a

Dear
uni Madam.
A tew weeks ago some one suggested we
take up the subject of the Red Cross society,
itsoriglu, etc., but no one haa seemed to respond. I think it a fine subject and one
that should interest us sli for the great good
it has done.
Remembering a little personal sketch of Clara Barton that I had. I
thought I wou-d send it, and when there is
apace you might put it in aud it may set the
ball rolliug. as we coud hardly think of Mias
Barton and
he noble work she has done
apart from the Red Cross society.
I also have a cheap pudding easily made
and inexpensive aud my John thinks its all

right:
Coco* Puddino—One cup sugar, threefourths cup flour, one tablespoonful of cocoa,
teaspoon salt. Mix these tboioughiy;
then add two cups boiling water, put into a
double boiler in bot water aud in thre** minutes you will haves nice dessert.
Whipped
cream or milk is uice in serving.
oue

>

One of
i

member

tributed

our

early helpers and alwaysM. B. fraternity has con-

of the

a valuable article on the work of
Cross iu late years, which will be
used soon. It is just the thing to follow

the Bed

(
|

tbla week's opening of tbe subject. Eunice
Deeriog placed a red cross stamp on an envelope to me. Perhaps she will tell us

—

grocery book
keeper as a department clerk, faithful everyiu
all things, Clara Barton
where, expert
developed the power that prepared her for
the highest war service ever rendered by any
woman in America, that, in devotion to snfferiug humanity, io skill in administering
relief iu army, camp and hospital, made her
the rival of Florence Nightingale among the
women of the world.
As a

,

who were

251.
Brooklin grange bald ita regular meeting Tuesday evening, March 14, with
twenty-seven present. A short program
Next Tuesday evening
was presented.
will be observed as ladles' night.
BBOOEUN.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 454, WENT EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Mercb 17, with sixty-six present,
including visiters from Bay View and
Ocean View granges. After the usual business, the second end third cegrees were
conferred on three aiatara and three
brothers. During the lecturer’s hour,
there ware reading,, tableaux and topica
for diacuMlou.
The grange ia preparing e drams, “The
Village School me'em,” which U will give
in the grange ball Monday evening,
Mercb 27.
_

344.
“What do you like beet about the
grange?” “Ia the fanner a clog to bia own
interset?” These were the topics (or discussion in Sedgwick grange March 17.
One candidate was admitted to membership. Then wen fifty members present
and two visitors from Bain bow grange.
BKDOWICE,

BAYNIDB,

THE ALLEN

FAMILY.

Uriel

Sketch of this Widely-Scattered Family in Maiue.
Tbe Allens of Maine are supposed to
have cotne from a Charles Allen, who came
from England in 16%.
Capt. Obadiah
Allen, with bis brothers, Robert and
Simuel, settled in Macbiaa on Columbia

tie died at

“Cured

Neuralgia.
Pam*
-I

take
pleasure

publication.

Minton,
John A. Moore.
W.
J.
Jordan,

Castiat

260.

March 18; about
present. Tbe brown-tail moth
contest ended.
About 2,000 nests were
captured and destroyed. All felt that this

sixty

grange

met

were

contest had done

great good.

A

supper

winning side at a
future date. Applications were received.
A class of eight is waiting to be initiated.
will be served

to the

Cured

JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
At the regular meeting of John Dority
grunge Friday evening, there were thirtysix present, including visitors from North
Caatine, Rising Star and Cushman granges.
After the opening exercises, the sisters
tilled the chairs and presented a St. Patrick’s day program: Piano solos, Ruth and
Abbie Bragdon; recitation, Inet Martin;
reading, Isa Bartlett; song, Georgia
married, in 1842, Nancy Pope Prince, of Kenney; readings, Bara Bartlett and Cora
Thomaaton, and bad one son, William P.,' Btover; song, Winifred Noyes. The ladies
who was born in Thomaaton, and four I
wore shamrock badges and served homedaughters. Rev. WiUism Alien weut Weet made candies. March 31 will be gentleand waa president of Burlington univermen’s night.
sity. His son, William P., wss a senator
in Minnesota and president of s big lumAn Idle Boaster.
ber firm in Cloquit, Minn.
A most beautiful rainbow waa lighting
up the akies.
Gold, crimson, purple,
HIT IKK* IO t; Alii HOC.
every lovely tint, was comprised in its
The Bangor and Brewer bridge bill has arch, from deepest to the most delicate
been passed to be enacted in the Senate. hues.
Every one admired it—most of all it ad! The passage of this bill insures the buildmired itself.
mg at once of a modern structure be“lam handsome," it said; “more beautween Bangor and Bre#er in place of the
nondescript bridge, part of wood and part tiful, far handsomer than ths sun, for
of steel, now connecting the two oitiee, and ss bright as he is, he has but ona color, and
which many years ego outgrew the needs I have many."
The monarch of the akies heard this
of the public. The new bridge will be of
steel or concrete, increased in size and boast and smiled a quiet smile.
Then,
strength and suitable not only to accom- biding his beams in a cloud, he concealed
himself
for
a
instant.
modate tue present trsfle, hut built with
me future needs of bom cities in view.
Where was the rainbow?
It will al-to be constructed to provide for
It had disappered.
It had forgotten
the passage over it of the street rsiirosd,
thus assuring to Bangor and Brewer street that only by the reflection of the sun
could it exist. And so it is with vain
car connection.
and
conceited folks who
forget by whose favor
and
Tar
is
the
be*t
c
whose
“Foley's Hoary
ugh they live,
hand made them roaperremedy I ever used as It quickly stoppeu a ou<, and
by whose grace alone they are
severe cough that bad long truuoleu me,"
W.
Nebr.
J.
Kuhn.
Just
so
to
says
Princeton,
permitted
enjoy those gifts, the possesquickly aod surely it acta io a 1 cases of sion of which
makes them conceited and
coughs, colds, la grippe and lung trouble. Refuse substitutes. For sale by aildraggisU.
proud.

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
gives instant relief from

rheu-

matism, lumbago, sciatica, neu-

ralgia, croup,
sore

throat, ton-

silitis, hoarseness

and chest

pains.
Prim,2Se.,60«.tni)0
Wotn'i

—

|

Quinsy Sore Throat

Mr. Henry L. Caulk, of
1242 Wilson St., Wilmington,
I >el., writes:—“I bought a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment for the
quinsy sore throat and it cured
me.
I shall always keep 1
bottle in the house.”

BAST BLl'KHILL, 262.
Bluehill grange held its

GOOD WILL, 378, AMHBB8T.
Good Will grange met in regular aetsion
Bsturdsy evening, Msrch 18, with about
thirty members snd one visitor present
from Msriaviile grange. The ladies furnished the
entertainment.
Bsturdsy
evening tbe gentlemen will furnish entertainment. The grange will have s masked
social Wednesday evening.

it

writing
to yo«
that I had a neuralgia pain in
my arm for five years, and f
used your Liniment for one
week and was completely
cured.
1 recommend your
Liniment very highly.”—Mrs
J. McGraw, 1216 Mandevilk
St., New Orleans, La.

_Committee.
CAHTIKE.

Jefferson, Me., April 11,1863,

aged sixty-seven years.
Obadiah Allen died at Bobbinston in
i863, at tbe age of ninety-nine years. His
father, Obadiah Allen, served on the bodygusrd of Qen. Washington. Ospt. Allen
married Buth Andrews, of Macbiaa,
daughter of Ephraim and Anna Brown
Andrews, who moved to Machiaa from
Sear boro about 1766. Her brothers and
sisters were Israel, Thankful, Nathan,
Miriam, Timothy, Sarah, Jeremy, John,
Lydia and Hannah.
Robert and Samuel Allen, brothers of
Obadiah, married and settled at Columbia
Falls, and had large families. The sisters
married in that vicinity
one
Daniel
duzzeil, one Gideon Allen, one Justice
Smith, and one Wtilism Merritt.
Rev. Lorenzo B. Allen, son of William,
wss born in 1812 and died in 1873.
He

tion la tha otherwise darkened runs,
who la
aid: “Jemeea,
that nmaf
Shrieking, she fell on the floor and Heaping ay knees la abject terror implored
my protietion from a bigger djinn than
■be oonld conjure ap.

A Lice

East
regolsr
meeting Saturday evening, Msrch 18, with
Obadiah soon after removed to plantafsir sttendanoe. Tbe first snd second detion No. 4, now Robbinston, about 1796,
grees were conferred on two csndulster.
where he built a log but, married and
The worthy msster appointed s special
reared a large family, as follows: John,
meeting for Tuesday evening to confer the
Daniel, Fannie, Lydia, Pbebe, Hannah, third and fourth
degrees. The grange
Ruth, Abigail and William. Abigail will observe its
snniverssry next Ssturmarried Loring F. Wheelen, of Eastport.
dsy, with sn afternoon snd evening see
Ruth married Cbarles James, of Eastport.
sioo, snd hss voted to extend sn invitaRev. William Allen was one of the early
tion to Massapaqua grange to meet with
Baptist ministers of Msine. He msrried it. In the afternoon there will be rollSarah Bickford, of Salem, Mass., Oct. 1808.
call, after which supper will be served.
Palls.

irtfully-colored paper, wbicb, when plead
over the lamp, a bowed tbe Illumined bad
of a huge owl with groat, glaring, ngrimmadeyae.
Having carefully arranged it one ne
Ding, 1 called Jemeea to the dmmg-reon
door and, pointing to Ihe terrific ■ por-

478, BLLBWOITE.

Ellsworth American for

obtains hers and how one can
to the cause.
Thanks to S. J. Y. for clipping and
MatxiK.

beraelf.
With all ber witchcraft abe
"aaatnpb
enough in tome thioge. We told ber oact
■be might bring tkx friends to our
Cbriatmas party whan wa had a big
Christuai
tree and a magic lantern. Bo six
negress*
came, and saw, received trifling pretest*
•nd went away much gratified
Bat olhere of ber acquaintance,
datp.
pointed, flood aid Jemeea for not having
nod
aba
Invited them,
paid like ■ leak.
I played wlaard on bar once. We kid
received among other novelties from Bagland t moat wlerd-looking lampshade ol
hurt

B’Aereoa, Death haa again entered oar
grange nad Uken one of oar members, William Jonea, therefore be it
feeoieed. That Maytfde grange. No. 47*, haa
lost an honored member, one whoee maoy fine
qualities are well known to the me tube re of
this grange. Let ue cbcrieb hie memory sod
emulate hie virtaee.
Rtaolved, That we extend oar fraternal snd
heartfelt eympathy to the bereaved family.
Aeeoired, That oar charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions
be spread upon our records, a copy nent to
the bereaved family, and one sent to Th*

give personal help

AUNT

deno*
coaoiantly making her drop tad
crockery end tell down .ad

oar

mimoual inoivtion.

where she

recipe.

break

book

ob

hnrsM, cottle, Bfeoep
mtul poultry Boat
free. Addroao

Dr. Karl 8. Sloan,
Ma, Mam., H.I.JL

It Is Curable
Dyapepela may be completely erad'caied
if properly treated.
We aell a rtrortl
that we poatlvely guarantee will i'0°'
pletely relieve indigeatioo or dyapep8**®
medicine naed during lb* trial
coat the near nothing.
Thta remedy bee bean named K*1*11
«*•
Dyapeysia Tableia. Certainly do
could be more fair, end oer offer 8boaid
be proof poaitive that Rezail DyspeP***
Tablet a era a dependable remedy.
lnaemucb aa the medli ine will coat P**
the

we •T
nothing If it doaa not benefit yon,
C
yon who are anOering witu indignation
dyspepsia to try Rezail Dyapepei Table**A 25-cent boz containe enough medic***
for Sftean days’ treatment. For chro**0
60 «««•*
case* we have two larger aiaea,
obta**
and fl.00.
fiamember, yon can
K*
Rezail- Remedies only at The
Store. E. Q. Moore, cor. opp. P0810’’1'*

THE wreckage.
b,

Vilds

Stookbrldge. daughter ol

Vt8^kbrtd^.o«
S-s.^UJ«d...d
Brnfr** }
Portland

re-

from the

*• »*«>P
writing this »«»• ,torJ
ol the epere time that I
bed in the children’s
I take this story
in Portland. As
entitled ‘The Wreck- i
tost s picture
write my own story I
, am going to
readers will excuse
it so I hope my
[
as I «m no real atory writer.

,w.y some
on my
as I tie

‘°*L

™

*fLt
‘,7a,,.takes,
"

*S I first saw it impraaaed me,
read the
thought I would like to

|

picture
d I

"-about

it, sol will write one myself
as I don’t wint
trust it to be s success,
I will try and |
i„ my first attempt.
I
cheerful subject next time.]
more
takas
* ud

I

sunny
On, bright
from
lUtle ship set out
on tbe coaat.

day

in

October,

e

•«J that they might either he
eared
or all taken
together; bat Ood knew beet.
Some were already
in
the angry
draggling
•••t to go down and never riee to this
world again.
The little row boat was beside the fastsinking craft, and all that were left were
the captaid. his
mother, wife and little
son. He pnt them in the little
boat tenderly and with a kiss to each and a prayer
***** *hey might be saved, he was gone.
The Daisy sank beneath the
waves; so
^any noble souls gone out of our sunny
world forever!
The little boat drifted to the
island, and
and as it struck, the
occupants got out,
little caring what became of
them, now
that all they held dear was gone.
As the sun came up next
morning it
looked down on the remains of the
wreck,
*nd the mother, wife and son
sitting together, all too heart-broken to heed or
notice the small boat which put off from
the side of a steamer laying but a short
distance from the island.
The little dog Jip had called the attention of the sailors on board the steamer
by
his loud barking as he caught sight of

one of our small
The Daisy looked
»s she sailed from tbe wharf
,rry pretty
morning. Not a cloud was to
aunov
that
tbe clear aky overhead. Her
he .cell in
white eg the sea gulls
acwsails were aa
her.
end there.
nbicb darted here
They are on their way back to their
waa standing on tbe shore,
A big crowd
home now, and the friends they left, with
as she went from their
hearts,
sad
VIUI
hearts sadder than they were when
they
forever. Some were eeen
light, perhaps
sailed away in the gay little Daisy.
others that
handkerchiefs;
their
varieg
We will leave them as they are speeding
as to have handkerwere not so tortunate
on their way, and give thanks with them
waved hats, which they
at
hand,
chiefs
that the three were left to comfort each
thosgbt were Just ee good to say farewell other.
on
crowd
snuggled
together
little
totho
SEEING NEW YORK.
hoard tbe little ship.
scene.
Perhaps
| cannot describe the
it
and
been
through
New
yourself,
York
Paper Discovers a Vis,01 have
were many sad
itor from Ellsworth.
know how it is, but there
on board hud ashore, for were
The
New
both
York
Herald has discovered an
heerti,
aot some of them being separated from unknown from Ellsworth who has been
alsdear?
held
Mothers, fathers,
“seeing New York”. This is what it says
all they
and friends, and some of hinu.
Itra, brothers
were
to
who
too.
part,
near,, than friends,
Stop the procession for a few minutes and

harbors

always been together. They had no
thoegbl ot tbe coming sorrow till e few
weeks ago, when a tetter came to the capa
rush to
tain, and then all bad been great
and to get things pecked, end
pt ready,
were not neceseren the little things that
be left behind
itry, but still too dear to
by those with whom they were connected.
gome ol the watchers, stranger* in the
to take on eo,
town, thought bow needless
but they did not even know the thoughts
ol those sad people with their friend* going out ol their lives, perhaps forever.
Little did they know or dream what
would happen before they met again, or
even beard from ony one on board our
bad

(lllant Daisy.

ferbaps some would moot
in

heaven, and

some

earth, some
never, but let ua hope
on

tbe other world, it not
in this. No wonder heart* were ead and
broken, as theee thought* flitted through
their minda.
Bat let us follow now our little craft as
the sails along over the waves, for there is
jotl s mild sailing breeae. On board I
sill name only those In our etory. Captain Bell, with bia bright but aad face,
looked out over tbe great sea, with many
thoughts of thoae whom he bad left.
Well might we call him captain, tor had
he not been to ses ever since bis father
died so suddenly thirty yean ago and be,
t boy of sixteen, went, with bis mother,
to live with bis Uncle James, his father's
only brother. His mother was with him
then, and his wife, tbe good lady, we all
know her, by her kind and motherly

the; will

meet in

manner.

Grace, the oldest daughter, unlike her
mother, looked down on the less fortunate
with s look which seemed to say, “Why
need 1 trouble about them?
but still she
vss a
good girl to her parents and
younger sister and brother.
Bright and sonny Kuth came next with
always a sad bat sweet smile on Uer little
Isce, s kind word for everyone, from tbe
rich down to the poor, a favorite with all
•be met.

last of all came baby Harold, a sweet
tnd loving child of six, and the pride of
ibe hearts ol both parents and sisters. It
wii such s
joyful sound to hear his ring-

ing laugh sound
•nyluing

was

snd

happy

big

»

out

said

the blue sea, if
done to please him,

over

or

little face and dancing
Dluo eyes if he waa allowed to go for a few
annate* with bis fsther.and help turn the
were

beet of the

now

while 1

bis

ship.

nave

been

describing this

little family, the Daisy was many miles
°Qt to sea, when one
night a great dark
cloud hung overhead, and the captain saw
it with
sinking heart, (or he did not know
•hat it meant, and they ao far from any
baroor. Oh, if he only could see
shelter or a harbor, but only a small
‘■land was visible some miles ahead.
&>Qld he reach it in time? He would do
hi* best and trust to God for the rest.
The captain left his wheel for a few
minutes to speak to some sailors nearby.
He looked again, and his heart beat fast as
he thought of the
danger they were in.
There was no time to be lost, he* anew
ihat. He must act
quickly, for he did not
like the looks of the fast
approaching
cloud, and the heavy swell of the sea, already dashing againat the boat’s aide with
deafeuiug sound. He was trying hard to
reach the little island.
He went below to tell his wife. It was a
hard thing for the
poor man to do, but he
whispered a few words, only a few, but her
■•aally smiling face went pale.
The children heard with
beating hearts
•nd knew their
trouble. Ail were frightbut little Hutb, who sat with folded
hands and her little bible
open before her,
io lhe 8we«t
atory of Jeans walking on the
•ea. 8he was
thinking now if she had the
aith she
needed; she knew she did, but
°r her
parents she was ndt sure. She
•aid a
whispered prayer that they might
Port
»ome

to what Mr. Abner Holliday, of Ellsworth, Me., has to say about our thriving
village. Until this occasion New York has
never had the proud distinction of entertaining Mr. Holliday. But he put the reporter at

his

saved.

The storm had broken in all ita
fury.
*ny hearts were basting aa they thought
® what
their fate might he. They were
at ft short
distance from the island and
“Oped to reach it, hot too late! The boat
“•d struck a
huge rook that they had not
and WM

giving!

he little
family stood for one last mo*
_Qt
many prayers were

togetber^and

rOLfcY KlUNklV PILLS
remove
the poisons that
c*,,0./*}.***
rheumatism, nervousness
*ud »i*nd
bladder irregularities.
The* hniiidney
*nd
n*tore
the
natural action
Of thfi*-?.u.p
organa. For sale by ail dragjig,”®

in

few minutes at the Hotel Martinique yesterday by announcing in stentoriar tjnes that he wished to be recorded in
the affirmative legarding all the good things
that have been said about thia city.
He had Just finished an elaborate inquiry
Into a broiled lobster and waa polishing his
chin when he consented to chirp a bit about
our assortment of sights.
Just because he
has not seen fit to drop In before, do not get
the Impression that he has been inclined to
ignore our existence. The demands of a
ease

a

wholesale hay and feed business have been
too great to permit of more than a few hours'
recreation at a time, and that is why he has
been delayed in transit.
"I would have come before if it hadn't

been

business.” he began, in an apologetic
“The constant increase in the numher of automobiles up my way is the only
that
haa made this trip poasible. The
thing
amall sulkies are supplauting the horse every
day. and a corresponding decrease in the
amount of hay and feed used is the result.
Business slowed down and I got a chance to
for

manner.

regular city."
"Automobiles will eventually eliminate the
hay and feed business,” was suggested.

come to a

"Yes, but it won’t interfere with the Hollia laugh. “As soon
as I realized that a whiz wagon would not eat
and other
with
I
stocked
gasolene
up
hay,
automobile food. And I’m going to open an
aerop'ane department this spring. Have to

I

Nrigl)bor«.

Under this bend the Ambbicah will from
time to time print short nrtioles relating to
birds, and especially their relation to agricultural interests. Most of these articles will be
reprinted from leaflets issued bj the bureau of
biological survey, department of agriculture,
or by the National Association of Audubon
societies, and will be authoritative. They
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, bnt
of educational valne to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the
greatest importance.

FIGHT FOR BIRD

LAWS.

Attack Begun on Protective Laws by
Feather and Market Men.
New Yobk, March 17-To meet the
onslaught of vast commercial interests
that have begun a fierce fight to break
down bird protective laws in many legislatures throughout the country, a call for
the support of every American woman,
farmer and business man who mast depend upon agricultural prosperity was
issued to-day from the headquarters of
the National Association
of Audnbon
'Societies in this city.
While rich millinery and market firms
are known to be
desperately working to
make in this state the first breach in the
wall of legal protection that has recently
been flung about its bird life, leade s in
the granges, civic organizations and women’s clubs in every section are offering
their help to ronse the people to defeat the
schemes of the commercial bird-batchers.
If tfie interests succeed in killing this
state’s safeguards on bird life, their
powerful raids will be next directed at the.
laws that protect game and insect-eating
wild birds in California, Oregon, Louisiana, Missouri and other states, it is declared.
As a basis for the battle of the people
against the commercial forces that would
fatten on the relics of American bird life,
the Audubon workers are to-day offering
their national organization, which can
count on 1,900 active members scattered
through thirty-nine states of the union,
Each of these men and women is being
urged to rally the people of his or her
community to protect against the destruction of state bird protective laws that
is being cunningly passed by agents of the
millinery and market combinations.
Leaders in the nationsl, scientific, ornithological and zoological organizations, as
well as the Nationsl Federation of Women’s clubs, have been pledged to co-operate
in this urgent appeal to the people.
Legislation to revive spring shooting
and kill game-storage laws for the selfish
ends of the game batcher has to-day been
| introduced in this state, and the milliners
are now backing a bill which will nullify
the effect of the law protecting insect-eating birds that the Audubon association
helped to put on the statute books after
years of opposition from the powerful millinery forces. Special funds have been
raised at Audubon headquarters here by
individual contributions to enable expert
ornithologists to go to Albany and point
out the danger to the nation’s crops and

Ship Unearthed In London.
bank of the Thames, in
London, while digging the foundations for
a new building
recently, some timbers
Roman

On the south

unearthed usodden

were

into

sistency of black cheese”.
twenty feet below the modern

the

and

surface

l

seven feet of solid mud,
deposit of ages, and below them,
wonderful to relate, was a bed of silver

the

sand.
The timbers clearly formed part of a
wooden vessel, which the experts declare
was a genuine Roman
boat
the only
carved, built Roman boat ever found in
Britain. Only dugouts have been fonnd
before.
About one-half of the barge is left. It

j

1

—

have

must

been

something

like

sixty

seventy feet long. It is of oak and it
lies on the ground like a slightly curved
black floor. The main part of it is the
bottom of the boat, some forty feet by

or

v—

■

How About Your Name?

show.”
HO yOU

louK iu iur wiuuuns

nucu

jwu

aic

borne?”

Sundays. Then 1 look in Casey’s
open.”
This is all very interesting to Abner’s
Ellsworth friends. They cannot find bis
name in the Ellsworth directory, but who
he is is not interesting them half so
much as the question, “Where’s Casey’s?”
“Only

to

see

on

if he's

Lady—Why, you naughty boy, I never
such language siuce the day I was
born. Small boy-Yes mum, I s’pose dere
wui a good deal of cussin’ do day you wuz

heird

born.
bad sort of a' prayer, that of
the little girl who got down on her knees
at bed*time and prayed, “Lord, give me a
good temper, and, while you ara about it,
please give ma some, too.”
It wasn’t

The

a

expression,

“dead

as

a

doornail,”

from the old door knockers. The
knocxer used to hit a nail and, if it was
used much, the nail was soon supposed to
become dead, or to lose it power of giving
out a clear-cut sound.

comes

First tramp (reading advertisement)
“Man wanted to chop wood, bring up
coal, attend to fire, take care of garden,
look after chickens, and make himself
generally useful.” Seeoud Tramp-Pshaw I
tnose marriage advertisements make me
tired!
___________
—

Feel languid, weak, run-down? Headache?
Stomach “off”? —Just a plain case of lasy
liver. Burd *ck Blood Bittera tones liver aud
stomach, promotes digestion, purifies the
blood.— Advt.

Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets invaiiably bring relief to women suffering from chronic constipation, headache, biliousness, dizziness, sallow ness of
Hold by all dealthe skin and dyspepsia.
era.

tender’,
“It is

says
more

aiucrtxtmuuft.

one.

that; this dollar is part
one of my yesterdays.
I

than

it away, saying that money is nothing, but
1 looked at it and said: ‘This is all I have
intangible form of one day of my life; I will
save
row

it

as

I would guard ray life; to-morwork, for my yesterday will

the ser.ices of

peforrn my
“But 1 prefer

can

Bomeone

else

who

task.

to keep the dollar and earn
another, and thus, as 1 guard my health in
order to take care of the future, I guard
my dollars which are my past. My dollars
are my yesterdays, and I shall save them
until 1 have sufficient of them to work
while I sleep. Only the product of their

effort makes
free from

sure a

well-cared-for old age,

worry.”

For Sleeplessuess.
proper ventilation often causes
Many ills of mankind
sleeplessness.
have been blamed on the “draught”, and
Lack of

while, to mothers, it seems a bad polity
bring up a child with the draught-ofair fear always present in mind, it is
not ad visible to sleep with tbe air blowing directly over the body.
There should be plenty of air in the room.
Wear a nightcap if you are afraid.of a
cold in the head and place a screen in

People Should

|

The appalling death-rate from kidney
disease is due in most cases to the fact
that the little kidney troubles are usually
neglected until they become serious. The
slight symptoms give place to chronic disorders and the sufferer goes gradually into
the grasp of diabetes, dropsy, Blight’s dis-

gravel or some
kidney complaint.

other serious form of

If you suffer from
dizzy spells; if the

backache, headaches,

ease,

at

in Greater Bos-

ton alone.

Is your

name

pays.

It

almost

instantly

means

It should be.

there?

that you

can

from any

social

business and

It

be reached

point.
telephone directory gives

The

standing

you

in the

a

com-

munity.
Go

pay station and you

to any

can

call

Local

Manager without charge, or
drop him a postal and he will call upon you.
our

New

England Telephone
and Telegraph Company
"1

•*—

R

————-

Farming is Simply a
Business Proposition.

IJ
Hjjl

And the business farmer invests his
money in

I

HIGH GRADE

|o„

Fertilizers

H thousands of
■ successful farms, the

I have been in use for more than twenty years.
I They are fine and diy; feed and develop crops
I from sowing till harvest, and permanently enI rich the soil. They run freely through any
■ drill or planter.
■
Before choosing your fertilizer let us send
■ you our P. & P. Booklet showing our special
brands and their particular uses.
Attractive Calendar Mailed Free.

PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER CO.,
41 NORTH MARKET

kidney secretions are
passage and unnatural in appearance, do not delay. Help the kidneys

irregular

day

■fertilizers
Not

Wail Until It Is Too Late.

I need not

secure

to

Ellsworth

a

over

HPARMENTER & POLSEY

Do It Now.

It is
worked hard the other day and earned a
dollar. In the evening 1 could have thrown
of my life.

times

500,000

—

_____-

is used

rpHE telephone directory

fourteen.
You can see clearly the great beam that
formed the keel and the strong ribs of the
the bottom and the bent ribs of the sides,
the most perfect of which come up over
the gunwale and curves over it with a
curious rectangular undercut in the curve
as if for the play of a rope along the side.
The oak pegs are still in place and several
of the long nails.
The vessel looks aB if it had been run
ashore on a dropping tide when it made
its last journey about 1,600 years ago. In
it was found a coin of the year 202 of the
Emperor Carausius, who rebelled against
Rome and held his own in Britain for
several
years. Gibbon tells us that
Carausius built a fleet to maintain his
power and mayhap this Thames barge
formed part of that earliest British fleet.
In the barge were found alao a coin of
,
the year 80, some scraps of leather shoes
and fragments of black pottery with the

game resources in such measures.
41
Years of effort and accomplishment toward legally guarding the birds that save
our crops from destruction by insect pests
as well as our waning game flocks, will be
get up before sunrise to catch me napping.”
wasted if the milliners and market men
"How do you like our little place?"
win even one victory in this crucial con"Great, is as near as I can figure it. I’d likfr
to use a bigger word, but I guess that covers test,” says T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of
the subject. Come to think it over I don’t the National Association of Audubon so*
know but I am glad that I waited so long be- cities. “We know that other state legis- plain network pattern.
fore coming. Everything is pretty well fin- latures are watching the efforts of the
ished up now, and there are a whole lot of commercial interests to overthrow bird
Do not pray for easy lives; pray to be
things 1 would not have seen if I got here ten
stronger men. Do not pray for tasks equal
protective law's in the Empire state, and to your powers; pray for powers equal to
me
most?
What
Ha,
impressed
ago.
years
if they succeed the effect will be to break your tasks. Then the doing of your work
Two or three automobiles came very
ha!
shall be no miracle. Every day you shall
near leaving a lastiug
impression. They down all barriers against the forces that wonder at
yourself, at the richness of life
missed me by a fraction of au inch. Why, I are constantly plotting to destroy Ameri- which has come to
you by the grace of
In this God.
thiuk your traffic squad and your fire depart- can bird lite for their own gain.
Phillips Brooks.
ment and your street cteauiug system and all
critical time we can only count upon the
Roman guide (impressively)—The ruins
the other things are wonderful.”
moral and financial support of every man,
of the Coliseum! Seattle man (astonished)
"What one thing hit you harder than anywoman and child in this country who
Well, what do you think of that? Why,
thing else?”
would be benefited by the perpetuation of
I saw photographs of that heap twenty
"Your wonderful show windows. Say, I’ve
our economically valuable bird resources.”
been here three days and about all I’ve done
years ago. Roman guide (loftily)—Quite
windows. It's a wpnder to
in
is look
! likely, sir. Seattle man But why in thunWhat is a Dollar?
! der aren’t those ruins cleared away and a
me the big stores don’t charge au admission
Take it
to stand in front of their windows.
The Rev. George Wood Anderson, of St. modern coliseum erected?
of
and
one
side
street
up
along Twenty-third
Louis, himself chaplain of an advertising
down the other between
A Mother’* Safeguard.
Broadway and
club, recently made a few remarks before
1
Fourteenth and Forty-second streets aud the
Foley’s Honey and Tar for the children. Is
tbe Pilgrim Publicity association of Boston best
and safest for all coughs, colds, croup,
shop wiudows are wonderful. I suppose per- on the
almighty dollar. “A dollar is not whooping cough and bronchitis. No opiates.
sons who live here don’t bother lookingat the
For
sale
by all druggists.
an
insignificant thing. It is of great
oisplays, but they’ve afforded me euough to
value. Here is a dollar—what is it? ‘Legal ;
talk about for months. All kinds of goods
fixed up in the most attractive manner. And
every little distance one of those music stores
with a piano player tbumpiug out popular
songs. Why, I havent’t thought of going to a

The
Bell

con-

They lay

at the bottom of

day store.” he replied with

or

ened

a®

listen

Birb

ST., BOSTON.

If wo are not represented in your vicinity
and yon can act a* our local ageuty write
for our agents' proposition.

of

once.

Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially for
kidney disorders —they cure where others
fail. Over one hundred thousand people
have recommended them. Here’s a case at

tilriSSS

home:
A. M. Franks, 27 High St., Ellsworth,
Me., says: “About five years ago my back

became lame, and as time went on, my
trouble grew worse. Finally I got so bad
that I was compelled to quit work and
laid up for several days. In 1906 I
front of the window. That will protect was
learned of Doan’s Kidney Pills and prothe body and yet allow a free current of
at Moore’s drug store.
air through the room. If you are sleepless, cured a supply
to the seat of my
fill tbe the lungs with fresh air, breathe They went directly
and the contents of two boxes
deeply and rhythmically and soon yon trouble,
At that time I
made a complete cure.
will fall asleep. A cup of hot milk and
long, d^ep breaths of fresh air are better gave a statement for publication in which
1 told my high opinion of this remedy. I
sleep-inducers than drugs.
can bow confirm that
endorsement, in
A Cured Man.
view of the fact that 1 have been free from
Annapolis, N. B., Jan. 81,1911.
kidney trouble since.”
Manager of Maiue Keeley. Portland, Me.'
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
It haa been several years since I
Dear Sir
took the Keeley ure aud will say that duriug Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, Mew York,
all this time 1 have uever had the lea*t desire
1 wish I had sole agents for the United States.
for any hi d of stimulants.
8intaken the Cure 10 years before 1 did.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Jos.
McMulun,
Annapolis
cereiy yours,
no other.
Moya!, Nova Beotia.
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EXTRACTS

COOKING DAY A PLEASURE.
Their use is economy, because absolutely pure and full strength they require less to
flavor. Prepared in all the popular flavors* Sold generally throughout the State.
MAKE

THURSTON 8 KINGSBURY, MTn and Sole

Proprietors, Bangor,

Me*

|

Cfrf (gllflipottt) 3.mtrican.
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THB

.TVNCOCE COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. w. ROLLINS. Editor And Madaiot.
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.
A yeAr; *1.00 lor sir
mqUm>; M cents for three months; if para
nrtctly in advanoe. $1 80, 75 and S8 oenta
respectively Single coplea 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per

BBMwrtpHon Price—*2.00

Admrt&eUc Bates—Are reasonable and will be
B^ude known on application.
hkiatneaacommunications should be addressed
ts, and a ?1 checks and money orders made pay
aNe to Tu Hawcock Comrrr Publishing
JOls worth, Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,300 copies.
Average for the year of 1910,

2,375

WEDNESDAY MARCH 22, 1911.
Unique Tribute to Eugene Hale.
The Washington Post of March 14
printed the following letter to Mr.
Hale written by E. V. Murphy, who
has been connected with the United
States Senate as official reporter of
debates for more than

fifty

years:

You will not, I

"Dtar Senator:

trust,

re-

gard me as presumptuous; you certainly will
not regard me as self-seeking, now that you
have retired from legislative life and have no
express to you the
your departure from
the Senate—a regret which is shared by all
my associates, than whom none has better
opportunities for judging of the value of the
services of the members of the exalted body
which they serve, and of which yon have been
so long a distinguished ornament.
••During the more than fifty years of my connection in an humble capacity with the Senate I can recall no one who has rendered more
disinterested, more able, more valuable and
Lookmore patriotic service than yourself.
ing back over this extended period and rimof
over
the
list
illusmind's
long
ning my
eye
trious names of those who have added to the
lustre, the power and the prestige of the Senate. I can recall no one who has more worthily
discharged the duties of that high office
while in many respects you have excelled
them all.
favors

to

bestow, when I

profound regret I feel

scores ui

to avert

at

woeu iv sccuicu

ate.
the

reconsideration of the Senate vote whereby the Senate accepted the report of

“ought

not

to

pass” upon

the resolve in

of the East Maine conference semiPres. Clifford at first
for reconsideration
had passed. Sen. Leach said there had
been a misunderstanding about the committee report, and that they intended to
report an entirely different one. Sen.
favor

nary at Bucksport.
ruled that the time

Milliken, chairman of the committee on
education, corroborated this statement.
The

error was a clerical one; the commit;
intended to report “ought to pass in
new draft.”
The senate gave uuanimous
consent for the reconsideration of the vote
of indefinite postponement, and the re-

tee

nupossinir

an

reason

a

Battlakl*.

1 knew that before.

Friday morning moved

Sen. Leach

extraordinary session of Congress
congestion of business and
apparent impossibility of securing the
passage of the great supply measures essenby

Ob Board

cock County Readers.
U. 8. 8. Boon Cabo Lin a,
The coming week promises to bean unNobvolb, Va., March IS, 1911.
usually busy one. The hearings are now To UM Editor of Tko iaonobb:
practically concluded, and two seeaiona
Being an Klisworth boy and noelTing
daily will be held in both branches. The Thb Ambbican ragnlarly ainoe I left
big debates upon the public utilities com- then, I thought you might like to hear of
mission, the Kennebec Dam A Reservoir my experiences in the nary ainoe I left
Co. charter, and the consolidation of the nearly three yean ago.
department ot sea and shore fisheries with
I was born la Ella worth on December SO,
that of inland fisheries and game, will be 1890, and hare apent nearly all my sumreached this week, and these, with the men there ever ainoe. It was during my
many matters of routine on the calendars, vacation there in the summer of 1908 that
will keep the legislators busy.
I got the idea that 1 would like to see the
The democratic leaders carried out the world, so I took the advantage tbe navy
policy agreed upon at the caucus Tuesday offers, went to Boston and enlisted on Dec.
night of last week in regard to the financial 14,1908. I was sent to Newport, R. I., for
measures which came before the House
my training, and during my stay them I
Wednesday. After a preliminary test vote learned muebof the life of a man-o'- war’ain
town
of
a
claim
the
Peru,
upon pauper
man, and I enjoyed it.
which was referred to the next legisla1 left there on March 16,1909, and was
ture by a strictly party vote, the wheels of attached to the U. S. 8. Ohio, a first-class
the legislative machinery were set going
battleship, then at New York. My first
at high speed and resolves were disposed experience was at battle practice with the
of singly and in bunches. Host of pauper Atlantio fleet. This consists of the whole
claims and ways and bridges resolve* sixteen
ships running in battle formation
the next legislature, with (he
were referred to
targets some five or seven miles
while the resolves in favor of charitable
away. All the ships fire at once, broadwere
and
other
“gratuities”,
institutions,
side. The target is only 18x21 feet square
tabled and assigned to a later date for and is moving at about five knots an
consideration.
hour while we move at sixteen knots an
On the bill to provide for the distribu- hour.
What we would do to the enemy
mill
fund
on
the
basis
ot
school
tion
the
under similar conditions is a shame to
on
which
maof attendance at schools,
mention.
jority and minority reports were subOur summer cruise was up to dear old
was
mitted, the majority report in favor
Maine. We went to Booth bay Harbor to
accepted.
spend tbe Fourth of July. Most of the
By a vote of sixty-one to fifty-eight the fellows thought they were in for a “bum
House failed to approve the resolve in time” with tbe “farmers”, as they called
favor of Canadian reciprocity.
them, but after a week of it in Bath and
The resolve in favor of Bar Harbor hos- other places they were sorry to leave.
pital has received final passage in the Sen- They said Maine girls were all right, but

rrauiHm
FNTtntT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

of the

the

solve was specially assigned for Tuesday.
tial to the maintenance of the government,
Rep. Harmon, of Stonington, on Monunder your superb and masterly management
day introduced an act giving the people of
I have seen order brought out of chaos and !
Stonington the right to have civil actions
those great bills saved from defeat. 1 say to
tried in the supreme court of Knox county.
yon now what I have said probably thousands i
A resolve for flOO for a survey of Chick’s
of times U> others, that as a great parliamenbill, in Clifton and Amherst, has been retarjr general you stand pre-eminent.
"Had your wise counsel been heeded, the ported by committee. This is a substitute
Spanish war, with its sacrifice of many prec- for the resolve appropriating fl,000 for a
ious lives and untold millions of treasure^ new road around the hill.%
would have been averted, to say nothing of
LEGISLATION OF GENERAL INTEREST.
the long train of evils that have followed in
Majority and minority reports, on party
its path and which will remain to vex ns inlines, have been made by committee
definitely during the years of the future.
on the
act
providing for the forced
-You have never courted public or private
favor; you have been indifferent to praise or retirement of supreme court justices at the
to blame. Your own enlightened conscience age of seventy. The majority report is
has been the chart which has guided you in “ought to pass”.
public life. As a senator you have been the
The Senate yesterday voted to concur
noblest Homan of them all.
with the House in the indefinite postpone"Your contemporaries have failed to do you
ment of the Canadian reciprocity resolve.
justice; but when the history of the times
The bill to incorporate the Kennebec
in which you have participated in public affairs comes to be written, if you do not occupy Dam & Reservoir Co. goes to the next legislature. This is the power bill which has
a
most conspicuous and a most honorable
caused so much disturbance. Representaplace then history will be a sham and a lie.
"With grateful acknowledgments for the tive Pattangall, of %\ aterville, in order to
kindly consideration and appreciation you save the bill from the appearance of utter
have al ways and so substantially manifested
defeat, after the most sensational speech
for the services of my associates and myself,
of the session, moved the reference of the
they and I are most deeply grateful. Be asbill to the next legislature.
sured, Senator Hale, you will never retire so
THE HERRING FIGHT.
far from the scene of your memorable legislaSen. Mayo, chairman of the sea and
tive service that our best wishes for your
health, happiness, and welfare will not follow shore fisheries, denies the published stateand abide with you.
ment that the seiners had won a complete
"I have the honor to be, with unfeigned advictory in the settlement of the big hermiration and profound respect,
ring fight. “The statement that an agreeE. V. Murphy.
ment has been reached is not in accord"Washington, March 10,1911.”
ance with the facts,” says Sen.
Mayo.
In ita editorial columns of the same
“Noagreement of any kind has been

!

•VAf'N.V-sj'.''

After

leaving Maine

we

went to

Norfolk,

New York, where we went
oat of commission in December, 1909.
I was theu sent to the U. 8. 8. South
Carolina in Philadelphia—a new 16,500-ton
battleship not then in commission. She
has eight twelve-inch guns, twenty-three
three-inch guns, and two submerged torpedo tubes. We put her in commission
on March 1,1910, and left March 6 for oar
“shakedown”, or maiden cruise. We arrived at Culebra, U. 8. West Indies. It
was very hot down thert.
All we did was
to go on the beach and swim and chase
lizards all day. We bad plenty of fruit
and a little sport shark-fishing and monkey-banting. We went from there to St.
Croix, Danish West Indies—a very pretty
little island, well populated. The people
were very nice, and we had a good time.
From there we went to 8t. Thomas, Danish West Indies, much the same aa St.
Croix, bat larger. Bay-ram was only
twenty-five cents a quart, and we all laid
in a supply. Our next stop was at Havana,
Cuba, where we anchored alongside of the
old Maine.
We laid there a week.
Havana is a beautiful city, surrounded
by hills. It has many interesting places
to visit, among them the old Morro
castle,

Va.,

then to

! it will be all the same."

one of Ellsworth’s
old and esteemed Irish citizens, died Saturday at his home on Bridge bill.
Mr. Harrington came to thi* country

! last century.
I I read somewhere recently that “the
great test of individual character was not
failure, but success; not adversity, but
: prosperity; that nature, when she wants
I to put a man through the third degree,
puts before him the laurel wreaths of
victory”. There are few who go through
successfully, but when, once through it,
all remains sincere, kindly, strong, sympathetic and unspoiled, nature is forced to
admit she has found a real man, a big man,
a great man.
Such a man was Abraham Lincoln. He
stood the test under the most adverse circumstances, proving his greatness by bis
simplicity. That he was unspoiled, unstained by any act of arrogance, of
pride,
used by tbe Spaniards as a prison
during of snobbishness, we have only to read Ida
the Spanish war. While there some of us Tarbell’s “He
Knew Lincoln” stories, Mchelped an American firm make a moving Clure’s “Lincoln and Men of War Times”,
picture called “A Central American Rom- to know. Why, he was even criticised for
ance”, which yon may have seen in Han- being the same
man after

years of age.
Mr. Harrington leaves four children
William and Carrie, of Ellsworth; Mrs.
Henry Cook, of Everett, Mass, and Henry,
of Indianapolis, lnd.
Mrs. Cook, with
daughter Anna Frances, was here to attend the funeral, returning to Everett yes-

1

and became

fought

nail

retires to private life with the respect
and admiration of those who are best

seiners, and its passage must be

acquainted with the importance
high character of his services.”

ermen.

and

plete victory

a com-

tor the weirmen and the fish»

SIGNED

Among

by

the

BY

GOVERNOR.

recently signed by the
M. Staples, of
Senator Lindley
governor are the following:
Act to incorporate Franklin Water Co.
Knox, the old democratic war-horse
Act to amend law relating to ice fishing
who has been in the Maine Senate
in Eagle lake, Eden.
-when democrats were a curiosiiy
Act to incorporate Winter Harbor Light
there, has bolted at the touch of the Co.
acts

_

In the Senate Friday
party whip.
be branded tbe policy of postponing
tbe payment of the State’s bills
for two years as “oowardly” and

COUNT V
Castine grange h<i*

plan

to

clean

the

i*OSSIP.
uu

upon

town of

effective
brown-tail

an

moth nesta. The members of the grange
not
constructive”.
have been divided in two sides, one capSenator Kellogg, another demociat, tained
by Bradley Morgrage and the other
as
with
Senator
on
record
himself
put
by Everett Leach. For ten days there wiU
he
de
Staples. “I want to say here,”
a contest to see which side can gather the
olared, “that I don’t stand under the most nests. Then there will be a count-up,
-whip of tbe democratic party. In two and the losers wiU pay for a supper
for both aides. The idea has received the
years the democratic party will reap
strong commendation of the Btate grange
the result of this action."
officials, and ia ooe that granges in other
towns may well imitate.
Nominated by the Governor.

'‘destructive,

Among

nominations

recently announced

are

by the governor
the following in

Hancock county:

Notary public
Swan’s Island.
Justice of tbe

ingham, Surry.

—

Fernando

T.

peaoe-Sylvanus

Morse,

Q Cunn-

The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisMed to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
rasa!*#.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.

j

blame,

Tower.

New birth of
can.”

We

miles
coal.
We

and consumed

over

60,000

tons of

anviaip

—

AnaeaaoraofKlUnwu.

rtatutss. citm,

„

79, 74, 75 amb ran or 1*.
Bamon 79-Before making an Asses.—
the aaaaaaora shall glen aseaoaable niJu!^
writing to the inhabitant, by
cations In some public place in the iSJ!?***'
Mull notify then. In inch other
um!
town M lu nnnna: meeitng direct.,
and bring In to them true and perfect ii.iT*!
their polls, and all their emaleS?7e“
wL"1
•o“». »ot by law n.empt from
which they were po.ees.ed on the tai."„J*^
first S’*
“*fol
April of the same year.

poatln^JSS1

wli

dncTlon 74— If any resident owner
socb notice, doea not bring in such iu* uu.
v?r
aueaaor. .hall ascertain
otherwise, as niao'
as may be, the nntnre, amount and
tbe esute. real and personal, for shies u
tbelr judgment, he Is liable to he
he is thereby barred of hie right to
make m
plication to the assessors or the county
miaaloners for any abatement of his
unless he offers auch Hat with his !nnii~'
tlon and satisfies them that he was unable t!
9 0
offer ft at tbe time appointed.
Bacrion 75—Tbe aaaaaaora or either of
the
may require
person presenting ,ucb lin
to make oath to its truth, which oath
siiki.
of them may administer, and either of tbs*
him
to answer all
may require
prooet Is
qulriea In writing as to the nature, srtus'io!
and ealue of hia property liable to be laird i.
tbe 8UIC, and a refusal or neglect to
such Inquiries and subscribe the some
bsr.
an appeal to the county commissioners
hot
such list and ansaera shall not be conclude,
upon the naaesaors.
SncTioir 79—The asaeliors, for the time be
lug. on written applicutton. stating
therefor, within two yenra from the asses*
ment, may make sneb reasonable sbatrmas!
as they think proper.

raisi n

tuxedViJ
ti!2'

ground!

CAftn OP THANKS.
wish to
onr

eipreaa
appreciation and
sincere lhaoka for the kind svmpsthr
WE
and assleUnce
Ihe

glien os by
churcu tod the
good neighbors of Mansetat the time of on'
mother's sickness and death; also for r.raot!ful flowers.
Mas. Floakncb N ctaig.
Mas. Luciirpa H. Jornsob
Mas. Bastia C. Bauiki.
Manset, March 17.1911.

3UgaI 2Cotters.
subscriber hereby gives notice tkst
he baa been duly appointed administrator dr bonU now of the e#late of
ROBERT GERRY, late of KLLS WORTH,
in the connty of
Hancock, deceased, an*
given bonds as the law direct*
All rer.
sods
having demands against the estau
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tttieto
are requested to make
payment imrrtoiatel*.
Isa B. Haoan, Jr.
Ellsworth Falls, March 16. l»ll.

THE

worthy and ineighty-three

was

subscriber
been

she has
THE
tratris of the

hereby gives notice that
dwty appointed adralsis*

of
MINA A. 8TAPL&8, late of ATLANTIC.
<n the coanty of
Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the isw directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present theisms
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to makt payment inimedlately.
Rita S. Sullivan.
Atlantic, Me.. March 16,1911,

JAME* WILHOS.

estate

subscriber
been

has
THEheof the

trator

estate

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of

treatment.
He

—

to common

our new

|

Bruyere.
J Always
; give you

fool,
his

farm in Seal Cove. Me.,
main road
CHEAP—40
Southwest Harbor. Clear
given. Inquire of Ukbbhbt L.
acre
to

of the
desirable offices
OFFICES—One
city; formerly occupied by the
Q. P. Dutton, later
F. Carro.l

—

|

WHITTAKER,
FRANKLIN.

CHARLOTTE

E.

late of

in the connty of Hancock, deceased, sad
given bonds as tbs law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same lor
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
Frank E. B la spill.
Franklin. March 15, 1911.

!

bereoy gives notice tttH
duly appointed administia*
of the estate of
HENRY WHITINO, late of BLL8W0BTH,
In the county of Hancock, decea-sed, snd
bonds aa the law directs
All persons
aving demands against the estate of saw
deceased are desired to present the same »w
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re*
quested to make payment immediately.
March 18, 1911
Hamubl K. Whitiko.

X

tor

most

late

by

Burrili.
Over Burrili national bank. Main st.. Elisworth. Inquired C. C. Bukbill.

FARM

—Amos Rooks

place. Beechland. 1V»

miles from Kiisworm
postoffice. Inquire
of Mas. *1 arv R
Austin, telephone 168 21,
Ellsworth.

/r'VFFICE8 over Moore’s drug store, just va
cajed by B T. 8o*le; hot wat*-r heat and
toilet. Inquire of E. (i. Mooaa, Ellsworth.

Vj/

subscriber nereby gives notice that
rpHB
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
FREDERICK WOOD, late of BUCK.SPOBT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the term* of sai ■ will. All
persona having d* mauds against the estate of
aaid deceased are desired to present the
to- settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediatelyMary Wood.
Buckspoit, March 18 1911.
subscriber

pfclf tQanUt.
VfEN and women
a.YA to 81.300 per
Maine

i0antrD.

WOMAN AQKSMWl?ali^dW^'.
Permanent trade. Sam-

ple™

New methods.
free. Experience

unnecessary.
Cabl Rosa Co., 366 6th

Noc-apit-l
ave.,

N. Y.

YY

office

aoumunncitift.

Glorious Hair
hard^’ ih“Ve

1‘arisfa. ^en,d'ntiun
witi^wo1^

i^ daily

women who desire lovo
riant -and radiant hair
that will u it

d?l°inV,rittU,,',f

8MALLIDGE, late of MOUNT
DESERT.

Hancock, deceased, no bond*
county
being required by the terms of said wil*. AJJ
persons having demands against th«
ins

in the

of

said deceased are desired to present
indents®
same
for settlement,
and all
thereto are requested to make payment i®*
Avvlia 8. Holmimmediately.
8onihwest Harbor. March 18, 1911.

subscriber bereby gives notice thst
he has been duly appointed executo
of the last will and te*t*meut of
EMMA H. KINGSLEY, late of EDEN,
in the county ot Hancock, deceased, no bond!
**
being required by the terms of said will
persons having demands against the
tale of said deceased are de»ir*d to
the same for settlement, and all ind#
thereto are requested to make payment >»
Ralph H. Kfinoain**
mediately.
Bar Harbor. March 18. I9li.

THE

—-

-r....-

Any Woman ran Have it in a
Very
Few Days
Many thousands of women, refined
lei,rned that it is
not
nard to
have and to keen an
abundance of lustrous hair if Pansian
Sage, the hah.grower, is
i,lto -'“'erica.
vorite
vorite with
bec",me a Pr'lne fa-

£

Used daily
a
dressing, it will Sykeep the scaln i...
days.”
ft°P
friends.
Itching
Ch‘T1’ and
W!,U remove everv
“Well, that’s no affair of mine,” said tbe «ni!i
Hoping this letter will find every one in
par'icie of dandruff. Q. A
the office well and the “food fair” a big wayfarer. “Make your complaint to the
Parched
thinks
so much of
weather man, if you don’t like this kind
Parisian Sage Uiat
success, I remain
of he guarantee..,
it to do as
Wallace M. Hodgkins, Fireman.
““wtised.
| a day.”
Large bottle &o cents

“idUfalii il

advertised

that

testament

HANNAH R.

onTslart^aTMO

travel
Address O. neral
year.
Agent, Home 4. Stbawbkkby Inn, Ellsworth.
to

notice

bereby gives
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
the last will and
of

of

nobody
prosperity_

more

of

Elven
to I. ft.

a man we

your lrieuds will
encouragement in bating
your enemies than they will give yon
help

expected

on

Sawybk,

Seal Cove.

but

remember tbat

nonce that

duly appointed adminis-

^pHEhesubscriber
has been

titl

ran

forsake

estate

Jfor Salt.

opportunity is offered
APPRENTICE—An
le*r“ th« Pnmer’s trade.
Applt
amkkican

._

subscriber hereby gives

he has been
THE
trator of the

can be found f
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow.
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know."

soil, the first Ameri-

As riches and favor
discover him to be a
coaid nod it out in

quested to make payment I mined! at el v.
Watson K. Setts nose.
Hancock. March 16.1911.

sense;

You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser
much;
And especially In winter, when the snow Is oa
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers

required.

to return to England in
June to attend the coronation services of I >u fighting them.
the new king. I have been in tbe navy
Wife- Can you spare me a little
about two years and three months, and I !
change
have enjoyed
my travels
very much. this morning? Husband
Certainly. Go
Wherever lam 1 always think of dear old out aud dine with
your mother. The
Ellsworth and my friends there, and look
forward to tbe time when I shall see them change will do ua both good.
again. I am going to try and visit my
Eckatine—How much did you loae in dot
old home after my return from Europe this
fire at your blace? Einstein
Apoudt five
summer, and then 1 shall be glad to tell
A foot boiiccman
them all of my expediences in a more in- thousand! insurance.
turned
in der alarm pefora it
teresting way.
got started!.
lam sending you these few lines in tbe
Tbe meudiomt stood before tbe
hope that you will find room in tbe colwayfarer with outstretched band. “Please
umus of the American for them, as I
know they will interest some of my old air,” he
said, “I bave seen better
are

a

He

a.

Ttona

James Wilson, of Ellsworth, died Sunday at a hospital in Bangor. Mr. Wilson
had been in poor health several years, and
a short time ago went to the
hospital for

less;

a

spent Christmas there, and had a
most enjoyable time, on that day getting
oar mail from home.
We left there Dec.
30, and after losing our propeller in a
storm, arrived back in the dear old United
Stales on Jan. 12, 1911. We were all glad
to get home, having traveled over 20,000

n.

The funeral was held at HI. Joseph’s
Catholic church yesterday morning, Rev.
T. F. Flanagan officiating. The bearers
were Jeremiah Hurley, Edward E. Brady,
Edward E. Doyle and M. J. Drummey.

I would be giving and forget the gift;
I would be humble, for 1 know my weakness;
I would look up, laugh, and love, and lift.

Till the wise years decide.
ing place. The man and horse-armor of Great
captains, with their guns and drums.
the famous King Henry VIII, the execuDisturb our judgment for the hour,
tion block and axe with which a queen
but at last sileuce comes;
was
beheaded, also the gun carriage These all are gone. and. standing like a tower,
which conveyed
the body of the late Oar children shall behold bis
fame.
Queen Victoria and King Edward VU, and I The kindly, earnest, brave, foreseeing man,
many other very interesting things, were Sagacious, patient; dreading praise,
not
at the

BiDoar P Brot nnaino.
Joan P. Rotal,

terday.

time

seen

^olarday.^the^M^-i

—

j

and

sasSHs^l,ssdc?£53^

young man, made hia home in

Ellsworth,

1 would be friends to all—the foe. the friend-

any account was to
here Nov. 1,1910, and arEurope.
rived in Cherbourg, France, Nov. 15. I
left the ship there and made a visit to
We left

uu

tooth

*”?'*•».
I*11
Vn^?^.***'
proti.iSnJ X
aa.V.1,.’
“dVrm TU1

whl“hth,,L.l*w

Harrington,

dustrious citizen.

I would be pure for there are those who
carv;
I would be strong, for there is much to suffer;
I would be brave, for there is much to dare.

“Lincoln’s great fame,” writes one
biographer, “rests on his moral character,
his identification with a
great cause,
issue the Pbst refers to this letter. Of House bill 147, which by the way is Senate
from *hich 1 could see ail of Paris. 1 bis marvellous ability as a conservative
the writer it says: “He haa seen great bill 147, is now on the table, pending its visited tbe tomb of
defender
radical
of
principles, and his
Napoleon, and saw hiB
men come and go from the days be- third reading, and will probably become swords and uniform.
wonderful tact as a leader of n»en. He
loved
truth
for
fore the Civil war to the present. No a part of the general law,* as the seiners
truth’s
sake. We never
Paris is the most beautiful ctiy in the
have withdrawn all opposition, virtually
man in the United States is so well
world, besides being called the wickedest. read of Him that he couldn’t tell a lie, but
after asking for a
we
never
acknowledging
defeat,
read
that
he
did.”
My main trouble there was talking French
qualified to make an accnrate estiThe greatest men are ever the
compromise on several features of the bill and trying to spend American gold. It
simplest,
mate
of the value of a senator’s
and being flatly refused by the weirmeu
and
so
we
wasn’t very hard to do the latter, lor the
many conclude our study of
services.”
and fishermen.
Lincoln
with
Lowell’s “Commemoration
French sure understand our gold if not
me letter it adds:
"Mr. Hale
“ihe tight has been a long an^i bitter
Ode”, in which he has set forth his
our French.
may well prize this expression of ad- one. The weirmen and fishermen rehis
loneliness,
xuauikir
patience, his simplicity
iLiuiuiu^ iu kut ouijj
miration from snch a source.
It is frained from keeping up the feeling by giving day, we left for Weymouth,
Eng. and his greatness.
not only genuine in sentiment, hat it publicly advertising their complete vic- We laid there one
were was a type of the true elder
month, in which time 1
race,
is an accurate statement of fact. tary, as bill 147 provides that all herring went to London. It was very different Aud one of Plutarch’s men talked with us face
weirs must be licensed, which is, and has
to
face;
After passing clamor has been silenced
here, for we could ail understand each
I praise him not; it were too late;
the bone of contention, This places
other. The English people were very atand the statements of interested been,
And some innative weakness there must be
the seiners under the laws 6f the State
tentive to us, giving dances, parties and
critics have been proved to be false,
regulating the herring fisheries, and pro- entertainments every night, at which we In him who condescends to victory
Such as the Present gives, and cannot
history will place Eugene Hale in the vides that all fishermen be under the same all
wait.
enjoyed ourselves. While in London 1 Safe in himself as in a fate.
front rank of the country’s legislators. regulations.
Kefer* nee
to Senate and visited
many places of interest, among So always firmly he;
He has kept a dignified silence in tbe House records will show that the passage
them Westminister Abbey, where ail the He knew to bide his time,
face of detraction, quietly and thor- of bill 147, which praciically embodied dead
kings a,id queens are buried. Tbe And can his fame abide,
what
the
weirmen
and
fishermen
wanted, “Tower of London” is another interest- Still patient in his simple faith sublime,
oughly performing his duties, and be
been

tSr tht

_

Our next crnise of

there

a

'^'

THE

received oar silver service from
for which the ship is named.
We all had a fine time there, and were
sorry to leave. Oar next trip was for target practice, where we broke the world’s
record, making sixteen shots and sixteen
hits in four minutes and eight seconds,
giving ns the trophy offered by the navy
department, which we still hold.
we

the state

staying

when

IIOTICY

FANNIE DOUGLA88, late of CA8TINB,
He was flfty-flve years of age.
in the coanty of Hancock, deceased, tad
leaves a widow and three daughters given bonds
as the law direct*
All per*
Mrs. Pearl Lord and Misses Alma and i sons having demands against the estate
of
said deceased are
desired to
of
Ellsworth. He is survived present the same for settlement, and all inMay Wilson,
simple, kindly
debted thereto are requested to make payalso by one brother, who lives in Boston.
he became President that he was before.
ment immediately.
Ralch li. Compos.
The
funeral
was
held at the home on
These lines by Harvard Arnold Walter,
8cuth Brooksville. March 16, 1911.
Deane
street this afternoon, conducted by
published last year, seem so peculiarly
subscriber hereby gives notice that
true of Lincoln, so descriptive, so much a L.vgonia lodge, F. and A. M., of which be
he has been duly appointed adminmotto that he might have had for his own, was a member. Rev. P. A. A. Killam offi- istrator of the estate of
LENA B. FOKEN, late of HANCOCK,
ciated.
that I give them here:
in the coanty of Hancock, deceased, and
MY MOTTO.
All person
"You talk about posters ana your sat. upon im given bonds as the law directs.
I would be true, for there are those who trust
having demands against ths estate of said defence.
ceased are desired to present the same for
me;
But they slot the kind o' mediums that appeals settlement, and all indebted thereto are rc*

We left there April 9 and arrived in
Hampton Roads, Va., April 16, From
there we went to Charleston,
8. C.,

Paris,

Daniel

of

j

cock hall.

where

author

—

«

Of luool Mid Ellsworth.
“"**"
into and perfect lieu at their poll.
their estate real and personal not h.
«
«•
rapt from texatloe,
•eased of on the Bret day of
*«
year 1*11, agraaa>-ly to tha
atatntea of tho Bute
The
*
in aesalon at the mayor aid
*

DANIEL HARRINGTON.

this
his own, at the
dedication of Gettysburg, which overshadows the rhetoric of the greatest orators of his time, and stands to-day, unstudied as it was, probably the most complete tnd effective utterance known in the

Thirty years later the
| speech
delivered another,

-N

AaSHMOM-

ALKXA1CDKB; KBS. ALBXAVDtt.
A peculiarly sad event in thia city last
Thursday was the death of an old and
highly-esteemed citizen, Robert J. AlexOn receiving the assign menrto present ander, followed in lees than twenty-four
a paper to Oreen Mountain Pomona, I hoars by that of his wife, Anna C. Both
of the grip followed by
were victims
was reminded of the poor minister, father
of seven children, whose' family was in- pneumonia.
creased to eight. He told his oldest child,
Mr. Alexander was in bis eightieth year;
s daughter, about the new baby.
“Well, he waa born near Londonderry, north of
tether,” she said, “I suppose it’s all right, Ireland. When he waa about twelve years
bnt there are lots of things we needed old, bis parents, with their seventeen
more.”
children, came to America. Of the chilThe introduction of the word “study” in dren, three sisters survive—Mary, Isabel
the subject assigned me, however made, it and Sarah, all residents of this city.
Mr. Alexander waa married three times;
possible forme to attempt, not a eulogy,
but a Patron's Study of Lincoln. Study is his first wife waa Mary Mitchell, of Deddefined in its broadest sense as “applica- ham; they had one son, Frank E., who
tion of the mind to learn what is not be- died a few years ago in Massachusetts,
Hia
fore known", so 1 set myself to read all leaving a widow and four children.
the Lincoln literature available, and to- second wife was Eleanor J. Hutchins
day present to you what 1 bare learned, (born Tapley), of Penobscot, a widow. To
remembering what I recently read, “a these were born four boys—Herbert and
good writer quotes bravely, not drawing Arthur, who are dead; William A. and
on his memory for words which would do
Charles E., both of this city. His third
as well.”
wife was Anna C. McCollum, of Ellsworth,
Every man, woman and child in the a widow; there were no children by this
United States to-day is familiar with the marriage.
facts concerning Lincoln’s life— his springThis venerable couple were people of
ing from an obscure and poverty-stricken high character, striking examples of true
childhood to the greatest honor we can Christian living. Both were devout membestow .on any man -the presidency of the bers of the Methodist cburcb.
Mr. AlexUnited States.
Most are familiar Irom ander was one of the oldest members of
childhood, too, with the stories of his in- Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.
ordinate ambition and his struggles to acThe double funeral was held Sunday
quire an education, and bow finally that afternoon at the Methodist church, Rev.
education was obtained.
O. O. Barnard, pastor, officiating, assisted
From the beginning his aspirations were by Rev. H. B. Haskell,district superintendpolitical, and when twenty-two he offered ent. The church was filled with friends
himself a candidate for the state legislawho came to pay their last tribute of reI tore. His maiden speech is reported as fol- spect. Beautiful flowers surrounded the
lows:
The pall-bearers were B. T.
caskets.
|
rvnow citizens,
ant simple AOraaant l.in
Bowls, David Friend, H. W. Dunn and W.
I coin. My politics are short and sweet, like A. Bonsey.
The remains were placed in
the old woman's dance. I am in favor of a
the receiving tomb at Woodbine cemetery,
national bank, of internal improvements and
and in the spring will be buried in the
j
a high protective tariff.
These are my sentij
samily lot.
ments. If elected, I shall be thankful; if not,
[Paper by Bthelyu Remitk, of Bayeide. read
at the meeting of Green Mountain Pomona
Orange at Haaeoek, Feb-11.]

week, in which
1 visited the interesting places of the
of France, climbing to the
capital
made. top of the Eiffel tower, 1,000 feet high,

has
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OBITUARY.

A STUDY OF LINCOLN.
S. J.
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wi.n lue

appropriations for the two

AN MADDOOKS TAKES Contingent.
seat at board.
“*‘”7'
We*t

t, BERM
*

side

AND APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
salaries—
-SOUK pruning of
slightly

8ALABIB8

appropriations

LABORS.

road,

«w

mo

ten

*6.000
*.*»

*4,000
4,MO

00.000

1400
1,500
MO
l.OOO
754

Sidewalk,
Br,d*'hock crashing,
State road,
City poor,
Insane,
City schools.
High school,

8,M0

4,900

MO
400

*1,000

900
900
1.000

$2.50

day

HULL’S COVE.

Alvah Pierce has moved his family here
from Bar Harbor, where they spent the
winter.

3JS90

1.000

W inthrop Stanley is home from Greenville to visit his father, Wallace Stanley.
Mr. Stanley spent the winter with his
daughter, Mrs. George Nickerson, at
Sound.
The burning of Mr. Morris’ stable was
the first fire here since the establishment
of the Hull’s Cove fire department, and
the building of the engine house. The
difficulty of arousing people scatterd over
such a large area shows the great necessity of a bell of some kind of an alarm.
It is hoped that when the new engine
house is built at bar Harbor the bell from
the old one will be sent to the engine
house here.
March 20.
Annk.
ISLE8FORD.

Augustus Spofford, who has been very
ill, is gaining.
Lucius Whipple, who has been seriously
ill this winter, is able to walk out.
Miss Lena Gilley, of Baker’s iBland, who
has been employed \t Fred Spurling’s, is
visiting her aunt at Bass Harbor.
John Carroll, of Southwest Harbor, is to

eight

statute.

injury.
The questions being called

well

is an

for

on

Aid.

Maddocks’ motion to make the salary
|1.75, Aid. Smith, Maddocks and Brady
voted yes; Aid. Eldridge and Austin, no.
Pay of tax collector was laid on the
table.
Members of board of health, |20 each;
secretary of board, $6 additional. Same as
last year.
City marshal and night policeman, |45 a
month each. Salary of night policeman is
the same as last year. The city marshal
last year did not serve as day policeman,
and received no
pay aa such.

sonage

as

Rev. F. W. Tingley, of Sandy Point, has
call to this place, and will
commence his pastorate on here and on
the adjacent islands the first of April.
March 20.
S.

of Senator

A
Smith. Kldridgc and Austin no.
motion to make the salary fl^S was then
carried by the same division.
Street commissioner, f 1.75 a day for actual service, he to furnish his own conveyance, and not allowed to employ teams ofj
bis own on road work. Last year |2.50 a
day, with same conditions.
The fixing of this salary caused the
principal discussion on the salary question. Aid. Eldridge and Austin thought
it was not enough. Aid. Eldridge said it
wag not even day w ages for an ordinary
laborer, to say nothing of the horse. Aid. !
Austin characterized it as an insult as

mason

Roy Mayo and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
Bernice, who arrived Sunday morning.

belong.
Same as last year.
He urged the board especially to make a
Male hose company,:
Members
change with regard to the special fund for
aa
last
Sa
me
year.
fU each.
the care of cei etery lots. He said this
Members of Ticonic hoee company, $20
should be treated as a trust fund, deposas
last
year.
etch. Same
ited or invested, and the interest used for
Drivers of tire teama, $45 a month each,
the care of cemetery lots instead of the
game as last year.
city itself paying interest on the fund.
Superintendent of schools, $400. last
The city ordinanoe, under which this
year, $500.
fund was created,
provides for the appliCity clerk, $200, with feee. Harness last cation
of, the money so deposited to the
year except tbat last year $G0 additional
city debt. This is practically what is now
iris allowed for services aa auditor.
being done, and the board decided to
At this point Aid. Brady made a motiou
make no appropriation to provide for conTbe
to ibulish tbe office of city auditor.
verting this into a trust fund.
motion was seconded by Aid. Maddocka,
The matter of interest on taxes after
bet was not put by the mayor. Tbe matAug. 1 was laid over. Aid. Maddocka exter ot auditor was then laid on the table.
pressed himself as against charging
Treasurer, $175. Last year, $250.
interest.
Before this salary waa fixed, Aid. MadA recess was taken to Tuesday evening,
docts moved that the salary of the treasMarch 28. at 7.30 o’clock.
Aid. Brady seconded the
urer be $150.
motion. The motion waa lost, Aid. MadNEW BOOKS.
docks and Brsdv voting yea, and Aid.
required by

work on the Islesford parsoon as the weather
permits.

do the

accepted the

Hancock County Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Sid March 18, g*

•

^

Rena

Percy

Ar March 14, sch Manie Saunders (or Sullivan; sch Ann J Trainer (or Hairs Quarry
Ar March IS, Steam tug Gypsum King,
barge Hamburg (Br), barge Canada (Br)t all
bound (or Windsor, N S
Sid March 90, sch Kate L Pray (or Portland

^

1866—IN8U RA NOE—1911
OKAS. O.

OKA*.

BURRILL.

BURRILL.

R.

CHAS. C. BURRILL A SON, Insvance Agency.

BORN.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

BOYNTON—At Lamoine, March 10, to Mr and
Mrs Chester Boynton,» son.
BRYANT-At Waban, Mass, March 16, to Mr
and Mrs Joseph Allen Bryant, a son. f Jo-

Has had a reputation for honorable and prompt business methods for a period of 45 years, which term is a guarantee of its reliability. The companies represented by this Agency are among the-

BUNKER—At Ellsworth, March 19, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis M Bunker, a daughter.
FERGU80N—At Deer Isle, March 9, to Mr and
Mrs Charles A Ferguson, a son.
GINN-At Orland. March 14, to Mr and Mrs
Colon A Ginn, a daughter.
HUNTLEY-At Stonington, March 15, to Mr
and Mrs Austin C Huntley, a son.
JELL180N—At Surry, March 16, to Mr and
Mrs John H Jellison, a daughter.
PERKINS-At North Brooksville, March 17. to
Mr and Mrs William N Perkins, a daughter.
WITH AM—At Castine, March 14, to Mr and
Mrs Grover C Witham, a daughter.

leading

seph Allen, jr. J

insurance companies of the World.
We solicit your business and desire investigation of
panies before insuring elsewhere.
For Fire, Marino, Life, Accident and
of all claeeos apply to

our com-

Indemnity

In-

surance

C. C. BURRILL & SON, General Insurance Agents,

MARRIKD.
CUSHMAN—LYON— At Ellsworth, March M,
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Julia Cushman,
of Ellsworth, to Alpheus Crosby Lyon, of

I

Bangor.

BLODGETT-SMITH-At Surry, March 18, by
Rev G W M Keyes, Miss Hazel Blodgett, of
Surry, to Clarence Smith, of Winterport.
GRAY
CUNNINGHAM
At Bucksport,
March 16, by Rev E J Klock, Miss Frankie J
Gray to Franklin B Cunningham.
HOWE—CAMPBELL-At North Brooksville,
March 14. by Rev J M Palmer, Mrs Annie E
S Howe to James Campbell, both of Brooks—

55
—

H

*

S

Vicinity.

S

W. & F. L. MASON.

1

rlln Sill

nPIIT

UK KrNI

r

m

MOSELY-HOOPER-At Ellsworth, March
18, by Rev P A A Killam, Mrs Geneva
Mostly to Charles E Hooper, both of Bar
Harbor.
PERKINS— FOSTER—At Portland, March 15,
by Rev Harry E Townsend, Miss Susan W
Perkins, to Dr Walter L Foster, both of
Portland.
PERT—CLAY—At Bluehill, March 18, by Rev
Charles Hargrove, Miss Meretta A Pert to Q
Welland Clay, both of Bluehill.
SMITH-CON ARY—At Surry, March 13. by
Rev G W M Keyes, Miss Charlena Smith to
William Conary, both of Ellsworth.

•

«.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and

1C.

*

....

"and Insurance!
T wo- *tory bouse, abed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric lights, and
bout 1 acre o! land. A bargain on easy term*.

An

Ail r
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TARLEY,

INSURANCE

FIRE

ELLSWORTH,

_____

is in

ALEXANDER-At Ellsworth. March 16, Robert J Alexander, aged 79 years, 4 months, 9

Mrs. Jane Qrindal has bought the
William Springer estate, and will occupy

ALEXANDER-At Ellsworth, March 17, Anna
C, wife of Robert J Alexander, aged 8a years,
11 months.
AMES—At South Brooksville, March 14, Elizabeth Phillips, wife of George Ames, aged 63
years.
BOARDMAN-At Sedgwick, March 13, Mrs
Isabel Boardman, aged 65 years.
CONDON—At South Brooksville, March 18,
Clifton Harold, infant son of Mr and Mrs
Sumner Condon, aged 2 months, 27 days.
COUSINS-At Trenton, March 17, Leverett
Cousins, aged 25 years.
DUNHAM—At Deer Isle, March 13, Frederick
Dunham, aged 78 years.
GERRISH—At Winter Harbor, March 17,
James M Gerrish.
HARRINGTON—At Ellsworth, March 18, Daniel Harrington, aged 83 years.
0
RICHARDSON-At Stonington, March 14,
Amos T Richardson, aged 82 years, 1 month,

Capt. Isaiah Bowden, of Penobscot,
town

it

business.

on

REAL ESTATE.
MAINE.

...

soon.

Miss

Agnes Boynton, who has been
visiting her niece, Mrs. Arthur Reynolds,
at Derry, N. H., has returned home.
Millard Kittridge hae moved back to
North Lamoine, after occupying the Devereux house during the winter.
March 20.,
N.
NORTH ORLAND.

ccllent Public Library.
The following is a list of books recently

Mrs. IaIda Clair and Cora Dodge have
returned from South Penobscot.

added to the Ellsworth public library:
Flamsted Quarries,
Mary E Wallen
The Cararauers* Court of Inquiry,

Prank Bennet, who has been working in
West Sebeois this winter, is home.
Mrs. Tressa Patterson, who has been
visiting here, has returned to her home in

Grace T Richmond
E V Lucas

Milo.

Meredith Nicholson
Ellen Glasgow
Romance of a Plain Man,
A Maid at King Alfred’s Court,
Lucy Fort Madison
Annie M Barnes
An American Girl in Korea.
J C Wheeler
Captain Pete in Alaska,

R. Bates, who has been sawing lastblock timber in Monardo this winter, had
H.

the misfortune

hurting it
come

home.

house for

Tales from Alhambra.
Washington Irving
What’s Wrong with the W’orld,
G K Chesterton

so

to roll

badly

a

log

that he

his

on

was

ankle,

time.

March 20.

Hutchings,

Charles
out

who has been

Alt the Popular Shades.
Look for the

fancy

days.

vage

THE VERY CENTRE OF EVERYTHING
All cars and 5th Avenue busses pass Hotel.
Subway and Elevated K. K. stations, l minute.
Five minutes’ walk to theatres and shops.
50 rooms, Detached Bath. $1.00 per day
ioo
1.50
150
•25
with Bath
'*
2.00
ioo
2.50
100
3.50
suites with Bath
“andup.
IN

white sel-

and

the

••

number 75

stamped thereon
every few yards.

vital sta-

*’

••

**

••

SEND FOR FREE GUIDE TO CITY.

CAN SUPPLY YOU.

YOUR RETAILER

W.

JOHNSON

UINN, Prop*r.

ArtesianWellsanaTest Holes
FOR

is

50 MEN AND WOMEN

WANTED:

Colwell,

44 in. Retails at 75C. per yard.

aobrrtianntiufi
ill,

OITY

DRESSMAKERS' WIDTH FOR FAMILY USE

%

who has been

YORK

NEW

Suits AND Skirts

WILSON—At Bangor, March 19. James Wilson, of Ellsworth, aged 55 years.
more

STREET

THE STANDARO, STAPLE SERGE FOR

days.

The American prints

63D

AT

1

STANLEY—At Bar Harbor, March 15, Maurice Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, aged 17
years.
STANLEY —At Manset. March 10, Catharine
Carroll, widow of William B. Stanley.
THOMPSON—At Deer Isle March 5, Mrs Elizabeth H Thompson, aged 99 years, 1 month,
6

BROADWAY,

DRESS SERGE

prints from one to two weeks ahead of it«
c mtemoorarie*.

again.

Clarence

ALL WOOL

to

B.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Jeane D'Arc,
Mary Royal Bangs
Divine Comedy of Dante, Chat Eliot Norton
Life of Dante,
Life of William Thomson Lord Kelvin.
Silvanus P Thomson
A M Hamilton
Life of Alexander Hamilton,
Lord Rosebery
Life of Lord Chatham,
Jane Addams
at
Hull
Years
House,
Twenty

Seventy tftoe

tistics—birthsy marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
the
county combined, and most of them if

obliged

He will be confined to

some

4

Hotel EMPIRE

QUALITY

days.

Mrs. Winfield Hodgkins and daughter
Addie are home, after visiting in Bar Harbor and Oouldsboro.

*-

Mr Ingleside.
Siege of the Seven Suitors,

A

EAST LAMOINE.

Additions to Ellsworth’s Ex*

Kecent

LIST.

_MARINE

Mrs. Perry is ill. Pneumonia is feared.
Miss Ella C. Sweet is at home for her
spring vacation.

400
3,990

4,500
1,000
1,000
meeting* of the city govern-,
Tiwre
2,300
2,300
2,300
forenoon And afternoon. Text books and
supplies, 400
400
790
mat yeeterdey
School
was
the
house.
of the forenoon
500
400
400
Jbe lint business
of schools,
Supt.
500
M0
400
return* from tbe special
*°Hce,
(timesing of
1,200
760
1,200
in ward 4. Alvin K. Maddocka Fire department.
2.600
3,000
3,000
election
800
700
700
elected, waa a worn in by the City library,
wM declared
Interest on city debt.
3,600
3,800
3,900
aeat
at
the
board.
bia
and took
cierk
water,
City
ci!J
2,000
2,000
2,030
Electric light,
waa present.
2.266
2,300
2.400
The foil board
care cem. lots,
Perpetual
60
66
at
were
72
Urge
Tbe following constable*
Hose',
280
made by the
being
nomination*
chosen,
•41,478 •33,966 $34,602
Ward 1,
several ward*:
tldermen of the
Before the budget received its second
L.
ward
D.
ward
Fielda;
2,
g. g. Baley;
reading and passage under suspension of
ward 4, J. W. Moore; j rules, E. E.
Brady addressed the board,
3, none chosen;
urging economy in appropriations and
ward 5, John H. Breanahan.
care
in the expenditure of the
SALARIES.
city’s
money. He called attention to one item in
waa then taken up,
salaries
of
fixing
Tbe
last year’s printed report which shows
apandaalariea were voted aa followa:
parently that one man had been paid
Are
of
twice
for
the
same
department,
$75;
service.
It
was
engineer
not
a
Chief
large item in itself, but it showed the need
tsfistants, $45. Same aa last year.
of care in auditing bills.
Inspector of buildings, $20. Same aa
James A. McOown was called upon, and
last yeargave a few figures which he had compiled
meat and milk, $16. last
of
Inspector
himself from the city report of the expenrear, $20.
ditures in the several departments. He
of
the
overseers
:
poor,
$36.
Chairman
criticized the report as not giving correct
last year. $60.
information as to expenditures from the
hose
Ticonic
of
company,
$35.
Steward
different funds, many items appearing unlast
as
year.
game
der funds to which they did not properly
of
a
hour*, aa
were

Assessors,

COUNTY NEWS.

preceding yaen ter comparison:

quite ill

8ron the cough, case tho throat, clear the voice
and art* harmless. >end tour cents for mailing
and receive a sample FKKK.

MINERALS

AND

FOUNDATIONS.

We solicit your inquiries for welts,
test-holes and deep-well pumping machinery. To those who wish running
water in the home we recommend

Winter Harbor a week, was able to be To Take Advantage of Special Offer
brought home Sunday.
Made by G. A. Parcher.
TUTTLE
HE8ELTINE &
CO.,
“Allenhurst,” the hospitable home of
G. A. Parcher, the enterprising drugBrazil and Her People of To-day,
APOTHKC ARIES,
The Kewanee System
Nevin O Winter Capt. George Allen and wife, was the
men
for
fifty
is
to-day
advertising
gist,
PORTLAND, ME
Congress and Myrtle Sts.,
OF WATER SUPPLY.
8 Baring Gould scene of a large party Wednesday. After
Germany. Past and Present,
of
the
to take advantage
James H Brested the course dinner at 6 o’clock, the evening and women
History of Egypt,
Send for circulars.
Parkman was spent with cards.
Pioneers of France in New World,
special half price offer he is making on
K G Busbey
Home Life in America,
REED & SON,
L.
A.
March 20.
C.
for
the
* UFWlllelW more
Dr. Howard’s celebrated specific
desirable
APPOINTMENT*.
Brandenburg
Imported Americans,
=
MAINE
and dyspepsia, and position this spring? Write us, we can WESTBROOK,
of
cure
constipation
The mayor announced the appointment On the Trail of the Immigrant,
ASHVILLE.
tell you how to find it. Good opporEdward A Steiner
of City Marshal John A. Stuart aa
a fifty cent package at half price, 25
get
janitor
Little Louise Small, who has been ill oi
tunities for inexperienced teachers.
in America
of Hancock hall.
Uis salary as city Privilege and Democracy
cents.
NEW ENGLAND TEACHERS’ AGENCY, DEPT. A.
Frederic C Howe pneumonia, is out.
marshall includes his services as janitor
remarkable
of
the
he
So positive is
Y. M. C. A. Bldg, rORTLAND, ME.
Foundations of the 19th Century,
Owing to the storm, the bean supper
aod for winding town clock.
Houston Stewart Chamberlain and basket-ball
dis*
game for Saturday night power of this specific to cure these
CAIM
BE
OBTAINED
The mayor also announced the appointUnlimited Opportunities
Physiology of the Senses.
were jiostponed until Monday.
eases as well as sick headaches and liver
ment of Miss
as
A.
and
McKendrick
city
Snodgrass
Mary
Hodgkins
for everybody to sell Health and Acci- t«ri,e Mrs. Warren
Mrs. Elmer Hanna, Miss Pinkham and
librarian. Aid. Brady and Austin as Qualities of Men.
Joseph Jastrow
troubles, that he agrees to refund the dent Insurance, ti devote whole, or
SOUTH BROOKSVILLK,
MAINE.
W DeWitt Hyde Wilton Hanna spent Monday in Steuben.
Maistant overseers of the poor, John A. Teachers’ Philosophy,
medithe
whom
customer
part of time for a reliable Old Line
money to any
Henry Fairfield Osborn Miss Pinkham will remain with her sisfor
Write
Stuart and William H. Brown, truant Age of Mammals,
immediately
Company.
cine does not quickly relieve or cure.
Harwood Frost
Art of Road-making,
and terms to
officers.
ter, who is in poor health.
in

TEACHERS

IP ECZEMA

Hutchinson,

The appointments
the board.

were

confirmed by

announced

committees
as

United States,

Descriptive Meteorology.
Hardy Garden,

STANDING COMMITTEE*.

standing

Conservation of Natural Resources in the

for the year

were

follows:

Accounts and claims—Full board.
Finance Smith, Eldridge, Brady.
C>ty property-Full board.
Highways, sidewalks and bridges
Maddocks, Eldridge, Austin.
Fire
department—Brady, Austin, Smith.
Electric lighting- Full board.
c|ty poor Brady, Austin.
library-Smith, Eldridge, Austin.

A Woman’s
Justice,

John Galsworthy
Cambridge Modern History, Vols XI and XII
Whitaker’s Almanac
Stone Age in America, Warren K Moorehead
History of the Telephone, Herbert N Casson
Bacon

vs

Shakespeare,
Sir Edwin

—

licenses-Mayor and full board.
and full board.
Pensions—Mayor
A
recess was then taken

until 2 o’clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session was
occupied by
tscusaion of appropriations. The appropriations as finally passed are given be-

C R Van Hise
Willis L Moore
Helena R Ely

|

March 20.
M’KINLEY.

Mrs. Tanner, Capt. Israel and Mrs. Eliza
Gott, and Mr. and'Mrs. Bragg are ill.
Miss

Misses Tina
are

common

pleased

to

get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas)

Times.

Zlbbcrtiermtitts.

Spring Pebility

home

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Which effects Its wonderful cures, not simply because It contains sarsaparilla,
but because It combines the utmost remedial values of more than twenty
different ingredients. There Is no real substitute lor Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
urged to buy any preparation said to be Just as good,” you may be sure It
** bfferlor, costs less to
make, and yields the dealer a larger profit. 100 Doses fL
•’

on

Trenton, called
sister’s husband,

i9 in

Robinson and Grace Gott
a vacation
from Higgins

institute, Charleston.
March 20.

classical

P.

M.

GOU LD9BORO.

Lewis Moore cut his

foot

quite badly

last week.
Much

is felt for Lee

Leighton

wife, of Providence, R. I., in the loss
their ten-months-old son, Orville L.
Mrs. Leighton was Miss Venie Dyer, of
Gouldsboro.
Jen.
March 20.
of

Archbishop Ryan was visiting a small
parish in a mining district one day for the
purpose of administering confirmation,
nervous little girl what
“It is a state of terrible
torment w’hich those who enter are com-

and

asked

matrimony

Territory
P. F. KEATING,State Agt.,

If you cannot call at G. A. Parcher’s
store to-day send him 25 cents by mail

Fidelity

and he will send you a package promptly,
charges paid.
G. A. Parcher has been able to secure
only a limited supply of the specific, so
great is the demand, and you should not
delay taking advantage of This liberal offer

one

is.

Bldg, Portland, Maine.

Oriental Rug Works
Factory
*

rebuilt—brick,

modern

Beautiful,

cur

improvements.
y. fluffy rujis made from old

woolen, tapestry, brussels or, velvet carpets.
Carpsts clianed cltan. .Pstuintd by mxt frilght.
Send for circular.

he is making this week.

L.

THE=

L.

MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.

ELECTRICAL
Ful

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully dives.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..'

Estimates

os

ComtniBaum fflercfjants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leadim.' houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them oi value.

We can save you money on
materials and suitings
for Men, Women, and Children,
direct from the Camden WoolWrite for Samples.
en Mill.
F. A. Packard, Mitr. Retail Department,
uress

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace-if it is

sure

a

to meet every

Box M. Camden Me.

Swasey’s

ELDRIDGE,

J. P.

Main Street,

FROM YOUR

BUY
Promicim Tea
GROCkftC

Ellsworth

If your dealer cannot supply you, write us,
and we will supply you direct.

ELLSWORTH

E. SWASfcV A CO..

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.

BUTTER AND EddS

POTATOES

AND GKT A

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.

Portland, Maine

DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
LIVE

riflplHAIR

HO Pit, NO WA8BKB,'
' «■ ■ ■"»
undergo for a time to prepare
STORE
them for a brighter and better world,” she All kinds of laundry work done at short notice. 518 Congress St., Poitland, Ale.
tor and delivered.
called
Goods
said. “No, no,” remonstrated her rector; |
Manufacturer of*
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
“that isn’t matrimony; that’s the definiEllsworth. Me ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
Estey Building. State St..
tion of purgatory.”
of
to

and

DRESSED

the

Goods sent

eyea an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

on

POULTRY

^lofeeetanal (Sams.

DR.

C.

E.

HOLT,

description.
approval to responsible parties

every

The

WIRINC.

Lines of

CAMDEN WOOLENS

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fui

sympathy

and

pelled

Is due to the debilitating weather of the season,
and to the impure, Impoverished, deviiai -id
condition of the biood caused by too closo confinement, too little outdoor air and exercise, too
heavy diet during the winter.
It is cured by the great constitutional remedy

Daisy Norton

there by the death of her
Leverett Cousins.

Durning Lawrence

mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
A

Phoebe.

BANGOR,

more

more

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout circulation
lisher may demand.
there can be no results, and without
results the monev which the advertiser
invests is lost -Leavenworth i Kansas)
Times.
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AMERICAN ADS

WUMcN

Bay
1
ior The American

us

mail

err.
of

to earn a beautiful pair
$4.0o
shoes. It’s the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.

PAY BEST

Subscribe

Let

I
j

State llo*t« ry (’o.,

Polly:
Gold Medal Flour makes baklna easy.
THERESA.

DENTIST.

ALICE

II.

SCOTT

8PKCIALTY MADK

OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent ol the Union Safe Deposit St Trust Co., Of
Portlaud, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Drue

Cousins and
will, threw
brothers-Edward, of Eden; Lyman and
Howard of Trenton; and lour aiatera—
Mrs. Edward Douglaas, Mis# Ine* Couaine,
of Bar Harbor, Mra. Frank Reynolda and
Gladys Cousins, of Trenton. Great eympatby IS felt for the bereaved family.

—Eugene

COUNTY NEWS.
BLUE HILL.
9fd Fisher returned from Boston last
week.
Mies Lizzie Maddox arrived from Boston

Mrs. Minnie Young, who was called to
South Berwick by the death of her uncle,
Daniel E. Mclntire, two weeks ago, has
returned home.
8.
March 30.

tael week.
John

M.

has

Snow

four families of

thirty-nine pigs.
The

lag

dance in the town hall

was

well

Friday

even-

attended.

weeks’ vacation. Mia* Kittredge will
to Northeast Harbor and visit her
sister, Mrs. Thomas Graves.

COUNTY NEWS.

go

SOUTH BROOKSVLLLE.

Charles Phlppen, of the narrows, who
stricken with paralysis, has so far recoveted that he it able to sit op a little.

C. W. Greene, of Rockland, la visiting
his brother Melvin.
A. H. Mayo, of Brook lin, is building
clam factory at Buck’s Harbor.

was

a

Miss Alma Emery, of Salisbury Cove, is
spending her school vacation with her
The supper and dance at Foresters hall grandparents, N. W. Higgins and wife.
M.
March 18.
Thursday evening was largely attended.
Mrs. Julia Sylvester, of South Bluehill,
SALISBURY COVE.

is visiting her parents, J. E Cousins and

Capt. Owen Yonng, of Standish, is visitHilaries Stover, of Boston, is visiting his
BROOKI.IN.
1. F. Hutchinson had a chopping ing his brother, P. H. Young.
Capt.
parents, Rufus Stover and wife.
Miss Gladys Nash has returned to her match
Miss Sadie McFarland, teacher in the
Thursday, with a social gathering
large home in Cherryfield.
Herbert Qrindle is getting a
in the evening.
Young district, is at home for two weeks.
mill.
his
fine
at
of
logs
quantity
Dr. E. H. Baker, of Harrington, is in
Elmer A. Black, who has been in the
Ceylon Emery, wife and daughter Hilda
Rodney Carter and Miss Marion Parker town for a few days.
schooner Woodward Abrahams this win- have returned from a visit in Boston and
arrived home from college last week.
Arthur Dunham and wife were called to ter, is at home for a short vacation.
vicinity.
wife.

The academy second basket ball team Sunshine last Monday by the death of his
played Brooklin high school. Score 31 to 5 I father.
in favor of Bluebill...
Roland Radcliffe and friend, of RockL H. Stanley has returned from Boston, land, were guests at Henry Allen’s last
;
where he has been for a month for an week.

operation

on

his eye.

to-day for
Boston to take command of his yacht for

Capt. Fred Phillips

Wellsnd Clay and Miss Meretta A Pert
married Saturday evening. Their
were
G.

many friends extend

the

congratulations.
Woodbury made

spending

season.

Misses Rachel Cole and Nellie Cousins
returned to Castine normal school.

have

They

are

members of the

graduating

prettiest

Boston, where he was employed by the S.
He will soon enter the employ of E. 8. Carpenter, who is doing a
flourishing grocery business in Hull's Cove.

8. Pierce Co.

costume

was

awarded

to

The rural comedy, Willowdale, given
under the auspices of Bay View grange,
was a financial success.
It will enable the
grange to make the last payment due on
the hall, which is very gratifying to all.
The grange is especially strong on this
island, and is a great source of help to any

Mrs.

Gray.

March 13.

class

C.

this spring.
of the Baptist church will
March 21, in the afternoon.
Rev. P. A. A. Killatn, of Ellsworth,
will deliver an address in the evening.

his vacation in

Tuesday,

The library circle met with the Misses
Dollard Wednesday evening, March 15.
The following officers were elected: Miss
Musa Dollard, president; Mrs. Alice
Stewart, vice-president; Mrs. Rose G. W.

Bangor.
George A. Dodge and family moved to
miBworth last week.

rural

INDIAN POINT.

The roll call

be held

Capt. L. K. Walls has gone
chop wood for J. H. Barr.
Miss Susie Wills, who has

to

have

Boston.
Ellsworth last week, guests of Sheriff Webster and wife.
were

in

Marcb 13.

Mrs. Angie

nhnrch served

n

Jewett has returned from

Paul Curtis is very ill of inflammatory
rheumatism.

“geographical supper”

Charles Mann and family left Monday
for New burg.

March 14, followed, by a mnsicale.
Miss Marion Parker, who is attending a
business college in Bangor, was a weekend guest of Mrs. George W. Abbott.

Withee and wife are living with
Stephen Goodwin.
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes has been appointed
Albert

About twenty-five Odd Fellows went to
Mils worth March 17, where the degree
team from this lodge worked the third
•degree. All apeak very highly of the way
Ibe Ellworth lodge entertained them.

superintendent of

schools.

Harvard Sinclair spent several days last
week with his aunt in Ellsworth.
H. O. Staples died March 15, after a long
illness. The family have the sympathy of

The basket ball team of th a academy has
aloeed the season, having played eleven
fames and winning eight, scoring in all 241
points while their opponents scored 192.
The boys have improved much this year,
and as they will not lose a man by graduation this year, they should be able to
place a strong team in tbe field next year.
March 20.
H.

all.

Charlena Smith and William Conary,
both of Ellsworth, were married March
13 at the home of Rev. G. W. M. Keyes.
After the ceremony
refreshments were
served at the home of the bride’s aunt,
Mrs. ElBie Jordan. Only a tew friends
were

_

present.

On April 15 an examination will be held
to make certifications to fill a contemplated vacancy in the position of postmaster at South Surry, unless the vacancy
be filled by reinstatement. The compensation of the postmaster at this office was
967 for the last fiscal year. Full information may be secured from the postmaster at South Surry.
March 20.
Anon.

MEMORIAL resolutions.

IFhereos,

Death has entered our league and
reasoved from us our brother. Wilford E.
‘fSrfndle, be it
MmolvtdL, l. That we, the men's league, acknowledge our sorrow and express our sympathy to his wife and fami!y.
X That in the death of our brother, the
league has lost a worthy member, and that
these resolutions be embodied in the league
records.
X That a copy be sent to the wife of our
deceased brother.
4. That these resolutions be sent to The
ftl?worth American for publication.
Charles Hargrove,
E. H. McCurdy.
E. J. Parker,
Committee.

H.

to

site and

will

secure more

commence

funds, select

the work

as soon

is deemed advisable.
March 30.

as

Schools closed last week
weeks’ recess.

Mrs. Alvarado Gray has gone to Portland
visit her son Irving.

moved

a

to

Bar

McKinley

on

C.

Roy Varnum and wife are going to Eastport for the spring and summer.
Aretus Young has returned from Bangor, where be has been employed through
the winter.

business.

Walter B. Richardson, of Oak bill, Mt.
was
here Tuesday, calling on
friends. He was at one time a resident of
the island.
March 18.
Chips.

Marian Davis, of Harmony, and
Miss Ethel Rowe, of Hinckley, are guests
of Mrs. H. P. Burrill.
March 18.
B.
Miss

O. Staples, of Portland, spent last
week with his sister, Mrs. Dora Hanscom.
Mrs. Carrie Closson and son Ira, who
have been at Sargenlville several weeks,
are home.

WEST EDEN.

caring

for her.
March 20.

Mat.

WEST TBENTON.
BLUEHILL PALLS.

Leverett Cousins died Friday of pneumonia, aged twenty-five years. Although

Mrs. R.

P. Briggs has returned from
it was thought for a number of days he Sedgwick, where she has spent three
months.
oould not recover, still his death was a i
March 13.
Cbumbs.
leaves a
great shock to the community. He
wife and three small children, hia parents
Medicines that aid nature are always
moat succesaful.
Chamberlain’s Cough
A Cold, La Grippe# then Pneumonia
Foley's Remedy acts on this plan. It loosens the
la too often the fetal sequence.
checks
lathe
cold,
relieves the lungs, opens the secreMoney and Tar expels
It is a cough,
eriDDe. and prevent# pueumonia.
medicine that cen- tions and aids nature in restoring the sysprompt and reliable cough
for
safe
is as
your tem to a healthy condition.
tos no narcotic#. It For
Sold by all
sale by all drugchildren as yourself.

|

dealers.

Mrs. Emily Babbidge has returned to
her home in Stonington.
Samuel

Downing, of Millinoeket, spent
days at Hillcrest house last week.
Miss Eleanor Kittredge, who has been
teaching at Pretty Marsh, is enjoying a

a

few

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Frank Hardy weut to Dorchester
last Monday to visit her sister and friends.

Cape. Del moot Torrey, R. B. Torrey and
R. B. Staples will leave Monday for New
York to join the L. T. Whitmore.
Those who have left home the past ten
days are Capt. Jack Stinson, for Portland,
Capt. F. A. Haskell, for New York to join
his vessel, the Susan N. Pickering, Frank
E. Hardy jr., and Luther L. Hardy, to
Marion, Mass., to join their yachts.
March 18.
H.
SARGENTV1LLE.
1

Mrs. Lydia Black has returned to her
Cape Rosier.

home at

Elmer E. Cummings and wife are spending the week in Portland.
j Benjamin C. Sargent is spending several
months with his family here.

Misses Edna and Alene Cummings and
Master Clifford Cummings are visiting
relatives in North Bluenill.
March 13.
Sin.
WEST BROOK LIN.
David and Ahira Bridges, who have been

employed

at

Sargentvilie,

are

home.

nine out

la Waac 10c. aa4 2 Sc.

March 13.

B.

BROOKSVILLE.
Mias Maud Yeaton, of Ellsworth, is
Miss Emma Gray for a few days.

with

Mrs. L. M. Roberts, who has spent the
winter with her granddaughter, Mrs.
Mattie Gray, at South Brooksville, has
goue to West Brooksville to spend a few
days with Mrs. Fred W. Perkins before
returning home.
March 13.
A.
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•Commencinc Dec. 0 n steamer will
Bar Harbor nto Mi a n>. arrtTing at Ml Qu",rt
Ferry at 7J0 a m. Sandaya taceptrd.
Trains 1 earing Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and am
p m. and arrlring at Ellsworth 11.04 a a itn
p. m connect with Washington Co. Ry.
1 Stops on algul to conductor.
0
Stops only to Itoee passengers from salsi.
on Washington County Railroad.
These trains oonneot at Bangor with ihrasas
trains on Main Lina, to and from PortMiB
Boston and 8t John.
Passengers

are earnestly request!, M
tickets before entering the trains.sas
Ellsworth to Falla and

Palhll

eajieciallT

F. E. BOOTH BT,
General Passenger Agan

morris McDonald.

Flee Preeldent A General
Portland, Me.

Maaagrr.

All-Around Flour
Light, wholesome breed -Hetty

pastry—cake that melts in your
month—all out of one sack I
That’s William Tell Flour—equally
good for every baking need.
William Tell is the most economical
flour, too—it makes more loaves to the
sack than ordinary flour.
That is because it is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest in bread
making qualities.
Order

a

sack from your grocer

today.

William Tell
Flour

Easten Steaistiip Cow
Reduced Winter Fare.
Bar Harbor and Boston 9340.
steamer Booth bar loam Bar Harbor MM
oa, Monday aad Thursday for Seal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor, Manset. Southwest Marbar
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, «nnetting with steamer for Boston.

a

Steamer Catherine leaves Bloehtll

• ■,

and Thursday for South KloskO],
Hrookll", Sedgwlch, Deer Isle, SarirnivUli,
South Brookavtlle, Dark Harbor and RortkaL
con netting with steamer for Boston.

Monday

RETURNING
Turbine Stool
Leave Boston
Rockland.

Steamship Belfast.

3pm Tuesday and Friday for

Leave Rockland 3.13

n

m,

arrival of

or on

steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Safer
day. for Bar Harbor, Bluehlii and inierwsdRH
landings.

WHITCOMB.

HAYNK8 A
Kl'aworth Falla, Me.

Remedy
Ely’s Cream Balm

CO.,

E. L. Smith. A gem, Bar Harbor.
A. M.

IIbbrick, Agent, Hloekhl-

CATARRH
Banking.

it quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleans***, soothes,
heal* and protects
the diaeascHi membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re||
CTirilPD
stores the Senses of lift ■
• Lv Lll
Taste and Smell. Full size "»0 eta., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

ts what your money will
invested to shares of the

®*odla®del*B

I

PROCURED AND DEFENDED.
drawiua or photo, for expert mrmixh and free repot u ■
Fra* advice, how to obuun patent*. trade rumba, ■
copyrvhu. etc., |N ALL COUNTRIES.
■
Business direct uitk Washington saxes time,■
H
money and often the patent.

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
W

•U

rite or come to u» at
Mlath Street, opp United States Fateat

WASHINGTON. D. C.

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan and BuildlAtfi
A NEW SERIES
I*

now

open.

WHY

Sham, II each. mantels m
meats, II per share.

PAT RENT

when you can burrow on your
’Imres pee a Bret mortcuo and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payment, and Interval tolp-tber
will amount to but little more
than you mre now paytm: lor
rent, nod In about Ion years you
will

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

■
■

OScs.1
B

For

particular* Inquire ol
O. W. r»PtrY,SM'y,
Ftret Nafl Batik BMf.
A. W. Kixn.Prealdenl

'JltrotrtiMincnte.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
HAVING
for thoae who
support and
need

may

care

assistance during the neat five
l*«cel residents
llswt rth. I
persona trusting the n on my acthere ia plenty of room and accomodations to care lor them at the City Farm
bfuae.
M. J. Dsosmit
■»<*
y*vr
forbid all
count. aa

Roland Carter, wife and daughter Marguerite, who have been at Sargentvilie this
w inter, are home.
Mrs. Lizzie Staples, who has spent the
winter in Bangor, visited her mother, Mrs.
C. D. Carter recently.

aw

l« *

June.
Waah'jrt'n
ELLSWORTH.

core

to

Warning to Bxlirund Man.
Look out for severe and even dangerous
of evory ten cases of kidney and bladder trouble resulting from
of railroading. (Jeo B. Bell, 68W Third
rheumatism is simply rheumatism of the Sears
t.. Fort Wayne, I d., was many
years a conmuscles due to cold or damp, or chronic ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says: “Twenty years of railroading left my kidneys in
rheumatism, neither of which requires any terrible condition There was
a continual
internal treatment. All tha* is needed to pain across my back and hips and my kidneys gave me much distress, and the
afford relief is the free application of of my bladder was freqnent and most action
painful.
Chamberlain's Liniment. Give it a trial. I got a supply of Foiey Kidney Pills and the
first bottle made a w nderfnl improvement
You are certain to be pleased with the and four bottlea cured roe
completely. Since
cored I have recommended Foley Kidquick relief which it affords. Bold by all beingPilia
to many of my railroad friends."
ney
dealers.
For sale by all druggists.
I

Fully

Can Create

Mrs. J. Lee Fogg, of West Eden, is visiting F. W. Fogg and wife.

Desert,

Harbor.

Mrs. E. T. Leland is ill of pleurisy fever
and pneumonia. Mrs. John Donlin is

it

two-

If

Road.low .5 ®!

P®711""*1.>».

give. Safe, reliable, thoroughly
tried, this family remedy has wonderful reviving jiower. They tone
the stomach, liver and bowels- all
With these
organs of digestion.
whole
organs in good order, the
system is better and stronger.
-ee
Try a few doses and
for yourself what a splendid
bodily condition Beecham's Pills
can

Gr%p

Capt. Will Trask launched his power
boat Tuesday morning, and took Mrs.
Maggie Trask and Mrs. Belle Trask to

H.

Mrs. N. L. Mills has been quite ill tbe
past few- weeks.

a

Mrs. George Ames died March 14 after a Mrs. Flora Allen last week.
long illness. She was born in Cornwall,
Oapt. H. W. Jellison, who has been home
England, fifty-two years ago, and came to on a visit, returned to New York last
this country about 1860. The funeral was week.
held Friday in the Union church, Rev.
Daniel Young and Granville Jellison,
Mr. Rose, of West Brooksville, officiating. of
Otis, were in town recently calling on
Mrs. Ames was a kind wife and neighbor friends.
and will be grestly missed.
A pleasant evening was spent recently
March 18.
G.
at the home of H. W. Jellison and wife,
the eighty-fourth birthday of Henry E.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Jellison. Refreshments were served.
Miss Phebe E. Got! and Mias Bertha
March 18.
J.
Morrill went to French boro Sunday, returning Tuesday.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. Clara Y. Hodgkins came from Beal
Elmer Gray has gone to Medford, Mass.
Harbor Monday, and is visiting her
Irving Shoppe and wife are guests of Eldaughter, Mrs. Frank A. Babbidge.
and wife.
lery

NORTH SEDGWICK.
WEST BROOKS VILLK.

for

Mrs. Jennie Jellison, who has been
visiting In Boston, is home.
Mrs. Dorothy Thomas was the guest of

Mrs. Ephraim Dyer visited friends here
Wednesday and Thursday.

Percy Mills is visiting bis father, Albert
Mills, at Goose Rock light station.
Miss Hazel N Friend, who has been
Willie Blodgett left tor Castine this
teaching at West Freeport, is home for a
morning to re-enter the high school.
HANCOCK.
Fred Tapley lost a valuable horse, one of vacation.
Orlando W. Foss, jr., visited at Bar HarMiss Nellie Pervear, of Brooklin, who has
a span, last Friday.
The horse fell and
Mr last week.
been helping Mrs. Beulah Allen several
broke one of its legs.
At the meeting of the school board
Sherman Darby left here last week for months, has returned home.
Wednesday evening, Mrs. Myra Moon was
March 13.
Rab.
Boston, where be will join his lather,
elected superintendent of schools.
Capt. Augustus Darby, in his barge.
Everett Davis and wife, of Ellsworth,
TREMONT.
March 20.
Tombon.
were guests of P. E. Walker aud wife
Eugene Fogg, of South Bluehill, is ashSunday.
LAMOINE.
ing with C. H. Norwood.
The Sunday school is arranging for an
Wilson Lindsay, of Steuben, has been
Mrs. Aljava Norwood, of Southwest HarEaster concert.
visiting relatives here.
bor, is visiting her niece, Mrs. Fred J.
Miss Nellie Abbott is rapidly recovering
Miss Lena King returns to her school Rich.
from a recent operation for appendicitis.
in Greenville Friday.
Wilford Kitridge and wife are receiving
Misses Bena and Myra Springer have
The ladies’ aid society will give a supper congratulations on the birth of a daughto
Castine
to
attend
normal
school.
gone
at C. £. hall Wednesday.
ter, March 11.
Carolyn Crabtree, Howard Springer and
Lester Salisbury and Miss Clark, of
Fred J. Rich was given a surprise party
Panl Crabtree are home from Higgins Ellsworth,
spent the week-end at the Wednesday evening, March 8. A jolly
•lassical institute for the Easter recess.
home of W. K. Salisbury and wife.
good time whs enjoyed.
March 20.
At the last meeting of Omaha tribe of
March 13.
R. H.
Kin.
Red Men the members enjoyed a rare treat
WEST SURRY.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
in listening to a description by A. B.
Crabtree of a trip that be recently made to
Albert Willins and wife moved into
Capt. Alvah Barbour has returned from
Porto Bico, Gaudaloupe, Barbados, Trini- their new home last week.
Portland, where he has been for medical
dad and Panama. At the next meeting he
Mrs. Phebe A. Saunders is caring tor treatment.
Capt. Barbour’s health is
will take np the remainder of the trip, Mrs. John
Jellison, of North Surry, who is much improved, and he will be able to rewhich includes a stop at Jamaica, Cuba, ill.
sume bis duities on the steamer Vinal
Haven.
Hayti and Nassau.
Edward Marks and wife, of Buckaport,
The comedy, “All a Mistake,” was preIt is expected that preparations will were
of
Marks’
Mrs.
guests
uncle, Capt. G. sented in Red Men’s hall last
soon
be made for erecting a soldiers’
week, to a
F. Gray, last week
monument here. A fund for this purpose,
large audience.
March 20.
L.
which was started four years ago, will this
Capt. Emory K. Gott, and wife have returned from Toronto, where they have
year amount to |900, and at the last annual
TRENTON.
spent the winter with their son Frank.
meeting a monument commission was
Mrs. Harvard Copp is ill.
Marcn 13.
8.
chosen, composed of five men and five
Thomas McDonald and family have
women.
O. W. Foss is chairman. The
committee

EDEN.

Saturday.

Franklin

enjoyed.

time

Misses Vira Joyce, Hazel Stock bridge,
of
Goldie Staples and Bessie Joyce,
Atlantic, went to Castine Tuesday to
attend normal school. Miss Roth Staples
accompanied them to Rockland.
March 18.
S.

A

!? I 3

Boston.It.

A party of friends and neighbors met at
Mrs. Susan Pinkham’s Friday, March
IT, for an old-fashioned chopping match
and quilting bee. Supper was served and

good

I

Sorrento.
Mnllivan.
Mt I>e«ertFerry. II io
Waukeag H Fy. n

PS

The ice left this harbor Thursday and
fishermen are hustling to get their
gear ready for Ashing.

a

HABBOBJTO BANOOR.

■.

sm

M Entrvkn.

la Meet Dec, 6,
l#io.
BAB

Portland.nr.
4 80:
Boot®".»'.
« 00!
BANOOR TO BAR

the

CAPE ROSIER.

Augusta.

SbzcJuLm3

ing.

Mrs. Elijah Phillips returned to Belfast

urday.

The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congregational

R.

Emery Joyce, who has been suffering
with inflammation of the eyes, is improv-

is home.

John Staples is ill.
Mrs. Mary Turner returned home Sat-

Chnrles and Amos Stover, of Boston,
visited their parents, R. P. Stover and
wife, last week.

But these symptoms arc only
signs that the 6tomach needs a little
care and attention and the aid that

ATLANTIC.

been in the
employ of Dr. C. C. Morrison at Bar Harbor, is borne.
Miss L. H. Pray, who has spent several
weeks with Mrs.
J. 8. Heath at Mt.

SURRY.

Charles E. Greene and wife

community.

March 20.

Trenton to

wife,
Desert,
Treworgy
Miss Annie Dollard,
apent the winter in Waldo boro, are home. Allen, secretary;
John Abram and wife are spending a
Mrs. Linnie Gott, Mrs. Anna
treasurer;
few weeks in Bangor, Brewer, Hampden
Mrs. Hugh Barbour, of Stonington, is
work
Herrick and Mrs. Carrie Flye,
and Ellsworth.
visiting her parents. E. J. Hinckley and
committee; Mrs. Laura York, Mrs. Lizzie
■wife.
Mrs. Nettie B. Higgins has returned
Herrick and Mrs. Lizzie Mayo, refreshRodney Carter, University of Maine law ment committee. The next meeting. from Bar Harbor, where she spent a lew
school, Tl, is spending his vacation at March 22, will be held with Mrs. Linnie weeks with her sons.
home.
Miss Shirley Crane has closed her school
Gott.
Miss Elizabeth Maddox is home for a
March 20.
Une Femme.
here, and will spend her vacation with her
short stay, after spending the winter in
parents at Birch Harbor.
who

and

John

a man or

something—good

Sanford McFarland has returned from

Capt. 1. W. Hutchinson and crew leave
to-day to take charge ot schooner Sadie
Wilcutt, which has been hauled up at
Portsmouth, N. H., this winter.

C.

woman good for
work or pleasant
Whoever has distress after
times.
eating, tick headaches, nausea,
bad taste, unpleasant breath, cannot find good in anything, or be of
much use in the world.
means

Marjorie Liscomb and Doris Burr,
of Bar Harbor, are spending their vacation
with Mrs. Lucy Liscomb.

home.

Ray

A Good Digestion

Misses

granite company,
who has been an operated
upon for
appendicitis in a New York hospital, is at
the

The masquerade ball at Ells hall SaturHigh school closed Friday for one week’s
vacation. Miss Haynes, the principal, will da> evening was well attended, about fifty
visit in Rockland.
couples being present. The prize for the

an
The revenue cutter
unsuccessful attempt to break the ice in
Bluehili bay. After damaging her planking, causing her to leak, she gave it up
and returned ao Rockland. Capt. Crockett,
of the Catherine, made another attempt
to break the ice Saturday, but was also
unsuccessful. The ice in the inner bay is
* foot thick.
Spec.
March 20.
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aBhmuflnfTiw.

r<mt, Of Dedham; Cbariea Royal, William
Stanley and Clifford Salisbury, of Brewer;
Frank Whitcomb, George Jordan and Mlaa
L. A. True, of
Ellsworth; Charlea Kenney,
wife and little daughter, of
Eddington.

THE REAL THING.
opinion of LEE’S UNIto “the real thin*’’.
uwrr to tbat it
LEE’S UNIMENT haa bean
and ao tar it haa
gnat many year*,
The ingredient*
nobody.
LEE’S UNIMENT are all
selected, eech for a definite
These ingredients are fresh end
aDd full of ectlvlty. The whole
celled LEE’S UNIMENT,
most successful
probably one of the
for all aches and pains
LEE'S UNIMENT for
„er devised. Try
lame beck, cheat
(beamstism, neuralgia,all stiffness.
Use
and
naias. bruisea
else but LEE’S UNIMENT tor
and wonnda.
muscular pains, for sprains
be without LEE’S UNIMENT in
needs and lor
home lor emergency
ounce of prevention no
etsry-day ore. An
Hexember the
Mini of cure can equal
name of the reel thing to LEE’S
UJtlMBNT. In full 4-ounoe bottles
the usual quantity) for 2fi cents.
m HD ire real

2^,00
7*,,,

'■‘..-pointed
!L!ally
!*!LVful
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filing

"star
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and general stores.

Al drag

March 30.

soter.was very maeli beloved and respected. the bettor of tbe argument. The matter
Although blind for several years, she re- wae on* of tbe article* in tbe town warrant
tained her other faculties to a remarkable and came before tbe voter* Monday. Many
WINTER HARBOR.
degree, having the newspapers read to her, voter* favored tbe ontoide propoeel, bat H
c.
few
la
In
Boston
for
a
and keeping in touch with the events of wee paeeed by.
Leroy
Smallage
B.
March 20.
lay a.
the day. Her buabaod died and was buried
D. A. Morrison was at Snllivsn and at sea from a ship he commanded on a
Soothes itching akin. Heal * cut* or burn*
Franklin Saturday.
paaaage from the West Indies to New York.
without n acer. Cures piles, ecxema, anlt
Dr. A. E. Small wes in Bangor last week, When Mra. Thompson waa a few days old, rheum,
nny Itching. Donn’a ointment. Yonr
her mother raised the curtain behind her
returning Saturday.
druggist aella it.—Advt.
bed and looked out on the fleet of English
Henry E. Frasier left Friday for Boston,
ships sailing up Penobscot bay, which atwhere be has employment.
tacked and captured Castine in 1812.

Da via.

HALL QUARRY.
Miss Bernice M acorn be r has returned
from Ellsworth, where she has been vlsitber aunt, Mrs. F. H. Moore.
Mrs. J. B. Perkins has returned from

Holden, where she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Milton Young.

Robert Mllliken came home from Bar
Harbor to spend the week-end.

Bchool closed Thursday for a vacation of
two weeks. Miss Virgie
Knox, the primary teacher, left for home in North Jay
Friday, and Miss Harriet Williams, the
grammar teacher, for her home in South
Union.
March 13.
Briar.

Mrs. Annie Smallidge, of Boston, was the
guest of Mrs. E. C. Hammond last week.
William Spurting and wife have returned from Corea, where they have been

employed.
Mrs. M. B. Jordan and family, who have
■pent a week at Jordan A Whitten’s camp,

_

Joseph Stanley
around the Sound.

Thomas Harkins is out, after being
fined to the bouse a week by grip.

con-

Julia Campbell is home from Seal Harbor, where she has been teaching.
The sound ia still froten so that people
croaaing. One vessel is lying at anchor
waiting for it to break up so to get to the
wharf.
March 30.
Briar.

NOKTH CASTINE.
f*i~m u.ttie Dunbar ia home from Orono.
A sea was born to Winfred Lnfkln end
wits Peb. 38.
A large number of logs baa
.1 HaU’s mill.

been landed

in

Bloehill,

returned

Saturday.

C. H. Byard and wife, who have been
visiting here, have returned to Connecticut.

Array Webster to at home, after

ipmt

SEDGWICK.
Master Robert 8. Candage, who has been

visiting

a

week

ia Isles boro.

The students here who are attending
Brooklin high school are at home fora
week's recess.

William Dunbar haa finished hia work
Walker’s pond.
Two deer were shot near D. H. Eaton’s
An. Boss Ward well and son are vtoiting last Friday. The transgressors have not
I
in
Belfast.
relatives
! yet been apprehended.
Nias Lids Leach, of Penobscot, is workR. M. Buckminster will move his
lag lor Mrs. W. K. Ordway.
into the Lane house soon. Mrs.

it

Mrs. Dolby Gray, of Castine, to visiting
bet father, Prank K. William.
Hiss Lila Dunbar to employed at Capt.
Ntabsa Perkins’ in Penobsoot.

0. E. Barnard, pastor of tbs Methochurch, is in Worcester, Mass., for s

let.
dist

fee weeks.

Mrs.
Smith,
Tisitiog her
nephew, Capt. J. E. Blodgett, has been
Alice

who is

vitiliog relatives in Penobscot.
L.

March L3

Mrs Alice Wardwell is very ill.
Dodge and family are ill of grip.

David
Mins

Grace

Herrick,

Milton

vi«iting

been

Wardwell,

Ciatine,

of

is

sister, Mrs. Mary William.

with her

his

of South

aunt, Mr*.

Penobscot, has
Lucy Mixer.

BHOOKUN.

NORTH

The ice is about all gone from the bay.
Mark Dodge left Monday on a business
trip to Boston.
Will Hale and Louis Choate went to
Atlantic yesterday on business.

family
Buckminster, who has been ill since her
return from the hospital, is improving.
Mrs. Isabel Boardman, who waa reported
last week as very ill, died Monday, shortly tine.

Mrs. Lottie Davis, of Blnehill, to vtoiting after her husband’s remains were taken
from the house. Her daughter, Mrs.
btr u>ter, Mrs. Percy Ward well.
I
of Dorchester, did not arrive until
W. 8 Bridges aad wife, of Penobscot, Fields,
after her mother’s death. Mrs. Boardman
in visitors et Capt. Edwin Ordway’s.
{ was the daughter of James Carter, of
Mia Bertha Webster has gone to West B-ooklin. She was about sixty-five
years
j
to
work
for
Mr*.
Penobscot
Wiliam of
Burial was in Rural
Marks.

Rex.

returned

are

COUNTY NEWS

March 20.

Jay Candage and Orus Carter, of South
Saturday.
Bluehill, visited Edward A. Carter Sunday.
Clarence Colewell, who has been ill two
Everett H., only son of Herbert H. Hate,
weeks, bas recovered sufficiently to re- well known here, and a teacher of local
turn to his home at Prospect Harbor.
prominence, and Miss Harriet Mae,
The many friends of Mrs. Qrace E. Han- only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Welson tendered her a surprise party at the
lington C. Redmam, a popular young lady
town hall Wednesday evening.
Mrs. of this place, were married March 11, at
Hanson was tbe recipient of a beautiful the parsonage in Brooklin, by Rev. E. E.
piano chair and a generous sum of money Small. They have the congratulations of
in appreciation of her long and valued their many frijnds.
service as organist at the Baptist church.
March 20.
Xenophon.
Although not entirely unexpected, the
entire community was shocked to learn of
FRANKLIN.
the death of James M. Oerrish, which
Mrs. H. F. Collins and daughter returned
occurred Friday morning after a long and from Bangor
Monday.
painful illness of Bright’s disease. Mr.
Mrs. C. E. Bromley was up from Weat
Oerrish was a citizen of most excellent
Sullivan Friday, calling on friends.
character, and bad been closely identified
Cecil Butler, wife and son are bere durwith the management of the municipal
aDairs of tbe town since its incorporation. ing Mr. Butler’s school vacation.
The winter term of high school closed
He leaves a widow and six children—Joaeph
Principal Foss, wife and two
M., William, Oilbert, Miss Bessie Oerrish, Friday.
Mrs. Arthur Tracy, all of this town, and children left for Anson Tuesday.
Mrs. J. H. Snyder, of Steuben. Tbe funeral
The proposition from outside parties to
was held at the home Sunday,
Rev. E. 8. install water works in town has caused
Drew officiating.
A preliminary meeta deal of discussion.
E.
March 20.
ing was held at the Relay bouse Saturday
evening. Those who held that the town
STONINGTON.
should control the system seemed to have
Mias Ethel Thurlow Is visiting in (Jus- j

his family

has moved

Mrs. J. C. Harmon, who has been Au-

gusta several weeks, is home.
Capt. William Tyler will take command
of the schooner Fannie and Fay.
W. H. Colby and wife, of Portland, are
guests of Mrs. Charles Cousins.
age.
cemetery.
Ospt. W. A. Sweetser sailed for Portland
! March 30.
H.
I
March 17 with 200 cords of pulp wood.
Mrs., Frank Brown and daughter, of
CENTER.
are gneats at George A. Brown’s.
Miss Carmen Harper has returned from Bangor,
Mrs. Sara Simpson attended the grand
Casline
normal
school.
I
matrons' reception at Tbomsston on March
Mrs. Susie Norwood and daughter
15.
of
are
Northeast Harbor,
Nettie,
visiting
Ralph Thnrlow, after s week with his
! Mrs. Norwood’s parents, John Robinson
parents, has returned to Boston univerand wife.
| An ice-cream social was held at Mrs. sity.
Mrs.
Manchester, of Northeast
| Albert Harper’s Wednesday evening, Harbor,George
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Alvin
j March 8, for the benefit of Rev. C. L.
Hamblin.
j Warren. About |8 was realized.
The many friends of Capt. Alva Barbour
March 13.
S.
are glad to see him back on the steamer
Ansel Harper has been ill the phst week.
Y'inalhaven.
Miss Carlotta Green, who has been on a
Miss Marion Hodgdon left Friday to attend normal school at Castine.
vacation in Portland, nas returned to her
Harold Reed, of Northeast Harbor, ac- duties in the office of F. A. Torrey.
! compauied by a friend, spent a few days
The school committees of Stonington
_._

You Take No Risk
Our

Reputation and

Money

are

Back of

This Offer
We pay for all the medicine used during
the trial, if our remedy fails to completely
relieve you of constipation. We take all
the risk. You are not obligated to ns in
any way whatever, if you accept our offer.
Coaid anything be more fair for you? Is
there any reason why you should hesitate
to put oaf claims to a practical test?
The most
scientific, common-sense

Orderlies, which are
They are very pronounced, gentle and pleasant in action,
sister, Mr-. v\ G. Conner.
and particularly agreeable in every way.
Miss K-nmi C\ Wardwell ban returned
They do not cause diarrhoea, nausea, flatufro® a \twit with her sister, Mrs. James
lence, griping or any inconvenience whatHatch.
Rexall Orderlies are particularly
ever.
Mish Annie II. Conner spent the past fishing here last week.
and Deer Isle have elected William H.
good for children, aged and delicate perweek with Mrs. A;(Hard Clement at West
for
three
Patten
years;
superintendent
Mrs. John Robinson, of this place, has
sons.
Ftnobsot.
been quite ill at the home of her daughter, salary fl,300.
We urge you to try Rexall Orderlies at
Charles F. Wardwell bus gone to Rock- Mrs. Susie Norwood, at Northeast Harbor.
Capt. Samuel Gross has received news of our risk. Two sizes, 10c. and 25c. ReIsnd to ,oin the W»*sl»*y \V. Bennett foi a
s.
the loss of his schooner, Allen Green, on
March 20.
member, you can get Rexall Remedies in
fi hmg trip.
This makes the this community only at our store
the Nova Scotia coast.
The
NORTH
LAMOINh.
fourth vessel he has lost within a few
Mrs J K. Blodgett left
E. G. Moore, cor. opp.
Rexall Store.
to-day for an
extended visit witn friends in New York
Hervey Salisbury, of Skow began, visited years.
postofHce.
Amos I. Richardson is dead after a tong
and Philadelphia.
relatives here last week.
Lucinda

M

Conner

is

vicitmg her

Mr* Kugene Webster and Mrs. Emery
st**r

were

recent

visitors

of

Mrs.

Florence Guilford.
Orover

Charles

Wi iiaras, of Brooksville, has
retaroed to work in Hall's mill, which
begins operations to-day.
Dana Ha 1 an 1 wife, who were imlled
*W»J by the illness ana death of Mrs.
Hall1* mother, are at home.
Mr*. L. W. Rice, who has been with
fcUtivcs in Berwick and Augusta, has

Mr. Richardson was a Civil war
veteran; he was over eighty years of age.
The funeral was conducted Friday at the
home, by Elder G. H. Knowlton.
Nihil.
March 20.
illness.

W. G. Lindsay, of Steuben, visited his
aunt, Mrs. E. F. Young, last week.
Mrs.

Witbam and wife are receiving congratulation* on the birth of a
daughter, Marc 19.
C.

Rodney Copp

lipilJitioi

BOUNTY NEWS.

had her house moved

Trenton the past week, aud it is
located near Coleman Hagan’s.
from

James Hersey, who has spent some time
with his daughter, Mrs. A. B. Holt, has
gone down to the island to visit relatives.

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs. Sidney Dawes fell down stairs and

treatment is Rexall
eaten like

candy.

ILfg.il Notices.
bereDy gives notice tbs
r|!HE hesubsetiber
has been duly appointed executor
X

of the last will and testament of
of
L. M’F ARLAN D,
late
HENRIETTA
TRENTON.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said wi»l.
A)1 persons having demand* against the e»
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ini*
Hahby L. Cbabtbke.
mediately.
EHsworth, March 18 1911.

After
or any

Po all person* laitrsmd in either el Ida d*
tales hereinafter aami.
kt a probata oourt hold at MUewoetA, ftnagd
for the county of Bannock, on the hfif*
teenth day of March, being an
session of the March a. d. mi term of ami
court.
'TIBB following matters having been pm
X sented for ths action thereupon hereinifter Indicated, it is hereby ordered that am
tics thereof be given to all persons interests*
t>y cansing a copy of thia order to ha Helished three weeks suoeeseivsly in the BMm
north American, a newspaper published at
Bllsworth, in said county, that tbey nm ap>
peat at a probate court to be held at ■Ms
worth, in said county, on the fourth day
>! April, a. d. 1911, at ten of the olumt
in th* forenoon, and be heard theraon If tAsg
>.

Grippe
Sickness

ie»

Vinol Creates Strength
HERE IS PROOF
“After a,long attack of Grippe,
Mrs. Vaught seemed unable to reShe was verycover her strength.
VIweak and had no appetite.
NOL rapidly improved her condition and restored her to health. I
sincerely recommend its use during
convalescence or any run down
condition.”
Judge C. N. Vaught,
Huntsville, Ala.
Miss Adelaide Gamm, of Watertown, Wis., writes, “After a severe
attack of the Grippe, my system
was in a very weakened, nervous,
run-down condition. I took VINOL with the best of results,
and it made me feel better and
stronger than 1 have been for years.’’
We have never sold in our store
a more valuable health restorer for
weak and run down persons than
VINOL, and we ask such people in
this vicinity to try VINOL with
the understanding that their money
will be returned if it does not do
all we claim for it
GKO. A.

cause

Henry A. M. Joy, late of Ellsworth, la said
jounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
laid deceased, together with petition for prolate thereof, presented by Arthur W. «*f,
me of the executors therein named.
Charles H. Curtis, late of Bllsworth. is
isid county, deceased. A certain 1natrament
■urponing to oe the last will an# testament
>f said deceased, together with petition far
probate thereof, pre*e ted by Nellie A. Oar.is. the esecutrix therein named.
Charles A. Gott, late of caatine. In mid
:ounty deceased. A certain Instrument parporting to be the last will and testament of
>aid deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Lacy B. Gott,
ibe executrix therein named.
Isephine Grace, late of Bar Harbor. Man,
in said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and tseSameut of said deceased, together with petltlOIS
for probate thereof, presented by Bens Grace
Uuptlll, one of the executrices therein namsdU
Caroline D. White, late of Orland, In said
A certain instrument pur: >nut>, deceased.
porting to be the laet will and testament ei
raid deceased, together with petition for uraPate thereof, presented by George W. Walt%
tbe executor therein named.
George W. Bartlett, late «'f Mount Desert, ha
mir (ounty, deceased. < stition that Praaets
G. Bartlett or some other soitabls person ha
appointed administrator of the estate ef said
leceastd, presented by Vienna S. Lawlar, a
ousin or said deceased.
J. Warren Clark, late of Franklin, in sail
Petition that Will tU
county, deceased.
Havey or some other suitable person b# appointed administrator of ths estate of ml
leceased. presented by Bessie* B. Guptlll* A
daughter and heir of said deceased.
Nelson P. Noyes, a person of unsound mind
First aeeoumtof
r*f Castiue, in said county.
Grace D. Noyes, guardian, filed for settlement.

Nabum B. Grant, lat* of Hancock, In mid
First account of OrlaadA
:oun<y, deceased
W. Foss and Roxanna W. Grant, execstot^
Bled for settlement.
Hannah P. Jones, late of BrooksvIUe, In
said county, deceased. First account of Lusgr
lonss. administratrix, filed lor settlement.
Busan E. Dyer, late of Brooksville, in said
First account of William
county deceased.
H. Dyer, administrator, filed for settleamaA
John F. Rea, late of Caatine, in said counFirst account of Charles B»
ty, deceased.
McCluskey, administrator, filed for ssttlA-

PARCHKR, D«l'GOIR,
Pilaw orth. Me.

legal Norient

Thomas F. Moran, late of Eden, In aalA
First account of Franoar
county, deceased.
W. Moran, administratrix, died for settlement.
Busan B Dyer, late of Brooksrllle. In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Willises
H. Dyer, administrator, that an order ba Insued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, that amount remaining in the band#
of said administrator, upon the settlement ef
bis first account
Hannab P Jones, late of Brooksoille, to
said county, receased. Petition died by Tier
Jones admlnis ratrix, that an order be Ifsued to distribute among the heirs of said daceastd ti-e amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, upon the settlement ax
her first account.
Bui ley H. Leach, late of Penobaoot, tft
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
Addie Leacu, widow, lor an allowance Oti w
the personal estate of said deceased.
Wilford E. (Jrindle, late of Blnehill, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tte last will and testament off
said dt cease
together with petition for probate thereof, predated by Annie L. Grindie,
the executrix therein named.
Pat ker B. Billings, late of 8edgwick, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting t oe the last will and testament off
s*id deceased, toge her with petition for prohate theieof. presented by 8arah B. Billings,
the executrix therein named.
Martha D. 8wazey, late of Bucksport, in said
Second and last accoant of
counts. decess d.
Theodore H. Smith, executor, filed for settle-

'IITHEREAS Prank A. Rea, of Castine, in
H
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine by hia mortgage deed dated October 1,
1096. and recorded in tne Hancock county registry cf d* eds, in book 294. page 896. conveyed
to one Mary E. Warren, of Castine afonsaid,
four certain tracts or parcels cf land, the first
ol which ia described as follows:
A certain tract or parcel of land lying in
said Castine, bounded and described as follows: Beginning on Broadway at land now
or formerly owned
by Sarah Cox; thence
northwesterly by said Broadway to High
street; thence southwesterly by High street
to land of W. C. Collins; thence
southeasterly
by said Coliina’ laud to a corner to stake ana
stones; tbence at right angles southwesterly
to land ol Fannie M. Hlbbert; thence southeasterly by said Hibbert’s land to a coiner
to stake aud stones; thence nortbeaste ly by
said Hibbert s land and land now oi formerly
owned by Sarah Cox to place of beginning;
saving and excepting fiom s.id premises the
small lot of land owned by William H. oar
gent.
Also one other lot of land lying in said
Castine bounded and described as follows
to wit:
Beginning on the south side of
Water street at land of Aaron Chaiuherlain;
thence running eag erly by said Water atleet
to land of M
G. Gray; thence southerly by
said Gray’s land to 8« a street; thence west
t-rly by said Sea street to laud of Aaron
('bam erlain; thence northerly by s*id Chamberlain’s and to place of beginning.
The other two lots induced in paid mortgage have been released by the owner of said
mortgage; and
Whereas, tne said Mary E. Warren by her
assignment dated M <rch 2, a. d. 1896, and recorded iu Han ock county registry of deeds,
in
ouk 358. page 136, assigned and inns-,
ferred said mortgage deed and the debt
thereby secured to tbe First National Bank of
Ellsworth, a corporation established by law
having its piincipal place or husirn ?s iu Ellsworth, Hancock county. Maine; and
Wbereas, ihe said First National Bank ol
Ellswon h, by its deed dated September 4, a. d.
I9u7. and recorded iu said
Hancock county
regiB ry of deeds, in book 442. page 315 did
assign and convey the same to tne Union
Trust Company of Ell-worth, a c< rporation
existing under tbe laws of Maine and rotated
at arid Ellsworth; and
Wbereas, the condition of said mortgage
has neen broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
said cone it ion thereof, saio U Dion Trust Company of Ellsworth now claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
us ed at Ellsworth, this thirteenth d y of
March, a. d. 19U.
Union Tmust Company of Ell«*mouth,
Hv*johtj A. Peters. President.
Peters & Knowlikn, attorneys.

ment.
« harles H. Frazier, late of Mount Desert, in
said couuty, deceased. Fi st account of Rath
A. Frazier, executrix, filed for settlement.
Jordan A Whitaker, o( Eden, in said
Third account of Eben K. Whitaker,
county
surviving partner, died for settlement.
Auuis Lee Wister, late of Philadelphia,
First acStale of Pennsylvania, deceased.
count of Horace Howard Furness, exec a tar.
filed for settlement.
Annis Lee Wister, late of
Petition
State of Pennsylvania, deceased.
filed by Horace Howard Furness, executor off
the last will and testament of said deceased,
that the amount of collateral inheritance tax
upon the estate of said deceased be determined by tue Judge of Probate.
Mary F. Choate, Thomas 8. Choate, Annie L.
Choate and Ruby M. Choate, minora of Brooklin, in said county. Pinal account of Laara
B. Carter, guardian, filed for settlement.
Levi Franks tale of Brooksville, in oaid
county, deceased. Petition filed by Susan G.
Franks, administratrix, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in saiJ petition.
Isaac Clossou, late of Blnehill, in oaid
county, deceased. Petition filed by Bameet
Closson. of Monson, Massachuset s. praying
that a d stributive shaie from the estates#
said dece se
deposited for the benefit off
Co. a mosson, who is presumed to be deceased. may he now distributed among the
persons eu. itled thereto, all as appears in said

Philadelphia,

badly sprained her ankle recently.
STATE OF MAINE.
Smith, who has spent the winter
About twenty young people gave Y'iolet
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Harbor, is home.
Ellsworth, in and for said coum > of Haucock.
Gott a surprise party Friday evening.
petition.
on tbe fourteenth day of March »n the year of
Miss Josephine Linscott has gone to
our Lord
thousand nine hundred and J ^ ROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Coart.
one
The drama, “Penalty of Pride,” will be
order.
in
the family
Ellsworth, and is employed
Enaurancc &tairnuntt.
»
eleven, being an adjourned session of the A true copy of the original
Attest:—T. F. Mabobit, Register.
given Wednesday evening, March 22, at
March a. d. lull term of saiu conn.
of Reuel Bartlett.
instrument
to
CERTAIN
be
There PEOPLES NATIONAL KIKE INS.
purporting
McKinley hall, by local talent.
CO., A a copy of the latt will
and testament
Capt. A. B. Holt goes to-day to South will be a dance after the play.
SHERIFF** SALE.
WILMINGTON. DHL.
and codicii of
entered a private
Gouldsboro to put the machinery in order
hospital in Belfast.
STATE OF MAINE,
X. Y. Z.
March 13.
ASSETS DEC'. 31, 1910.
LUCY JANE GLEASON.
®*v* C* W. Wallace, of Berwick, a preparatory to opening his sardine factory.
County of Hancock ss.:—Mareh 8, a.d.UU.
$666 850 00
Mortgage loans.
late of Framingham, in the county of Middlethis eighth day of March, a. d. Ittl,
lormer paster here, will leave soon with
loans,
217.625 00
Y.
March 20.
Walter J. Richardson, of Indian Point, Collateral
sex, and Commouwealih of
Massachuseti s. rp.AKEN
Stocks and bonds.
1.5 3.434 26
X on an execution dated January 94 10Uf
tau *»mily for
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said ia»ued
visited friends here last week.
on a judgment rendered by the supremo
Cash in office and bsnk,
156 338 11
Dakota, where he has
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly aucourt in and for said county of HaaMARLBORO.
254 192 05
Agents’balance
•copied n call to preach, hoping a change
thenticated, haviDg been presented to the judicial
Helen and Elizabeth Kelley gave a pleas- Interest and rents,
cock, at the term thereof begnn and held oa
82,4ltt 16
°* climate
I
of piobatef roar saia county of Han
will prove beneficial to his
Mis9 Inez Ford, who has been teaching
of October, a. d. 19U6, to
AH other assets,
the second
21 26 Judge
ant card party Friday evening.
cock for ihe purpos
of being allowed, fl ed wit. on theTuesday
health.
tweuty-sevettn day of October,
in Brewer, is home.
and record d iu the
court of our said
Gross assets,
i9v«, in favor ot Fitz Henry 8mith and TheaThe drama, “Penalty of Pride,” which
$2,781,076 81 county of Hancock. probate
Knrch 20.
L.
d .re a Smith, both of Sedgwick in said coun1.8io 41
George Jellison, of Clifton, spent a few was to be given this week, has been post- Deduct items not admitted,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
tners in trade at aaid Sedgwick, aaall persous interested therein, by publishing ty, copa
days recently at S. H. Remick’s.
Admitted assets.
der thr firm name aud style of Smith Broth$2,779 236 40 a
poned io Wednesday evening, March 20.
copy of this oruer three weeks succes-iveiy ers against Millard F.
OTIS.
Leighton, of said
DEC.
LIABILITIES
1910.
31.
in
the
Ellsworth
X.
Y.Z.
a
Mrs. Wesley Ford, with children, who
American,
March 20.
newspaper Sedgwick, for one hundred seven' y-live dolHoward Kincaid and wife visited relaNet unpaid losses.
$ 149,685 f9 printed at Ellsworth in said county of Hanlars and eight}-eight cents ($175.88), debtor
has been visiting her father,
George
cock. prior to the fourth day ot /fpril, a. d
>‘*«e St Kay side a tew
Unearnei
8j»61
1,217
premiums.
damatie. and eleven dollars and forty five
days last week.
1*11. that they may appear at a prohate court cents
All other liabilities.
Googins, at North Hancock, came home
67,420 26
DEER ISLE.
($11 45), costs of suit and will he sold at
hen to be held at Ellsworth, in and forsiid
Arden 8. Young, who has been
l.Cot.OO) Ou
I C'asb capital,
public auction at the store of Smith Brothers,
employed Sunday.
coun y of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreall
over
* ’**
liabilities,
84
364,320
Dr. H. W. Small was in Augusta Mon- Surplus
in said Sedgwick, to the highest bid i#r on
*“• team at Rocky
came
out
and
show
noon,
if
cause,
pond,
any they have, the fifteenth day of April, a. d. IV! 1. at tea
S. H. Remick and wife spent Tuesday at
Total liabilities and surplus,
day on business.
eaaday.
$2,779,286 40 against tbe same.
o’C'Oik in the forenoon, the fo'lowing deHancock with Lewis Jordan and wife.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate
J. K
scribed real estate, and all the right, title and
NOhTGLL, Agent,
E. P. Spnfford returned to Augusta
Msrk c. Morrison, Otha Jettison and Mr. Mr.
Judge
A true copy ot the original order.
inte est which the said Millard F. Leighton
Jordan, who is nearly ninety-one, is
ME
BLUEHILL.
Attest:—T. F. Mahonkv. Register
has in and to the same, to wit, certain real esMonday, after a few days at home.
™ggin«, or Bar Harbor, were guests for a very feeble.
tiie situate in Brooktin, in said couuty of
"•
<*»?« of A. M. Warren.
Frederick Dunham, one of our old
Are.
Hancock aud described thus:
March 20.
beginning at the meadow at stake and
oitizens, died at Sunshine Monday, aged
Johnson, a moat respected and the
stones; t hi nee south 30° east across the town
“West citizen, who waa taken
PARTRIDGE UUVUJ.
years.
seventy-eight
ro d to stake and stones near the southwest
ill
critically
*
corner of Michael Candage’s field; thence to
The ice went out of Kggemoggin Reach
ago, remains about the same.
Mrs. Scott, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
stake and stones on the late Namuel Herrick**
considerable
In
it
did
line to about eight rods to county road; thence
its
Beech hill lake is
W.
Small
and
H.
Friday.
passage
family.
drawing fishermen
b> said Herrick’s line north 4ti° west to the
® ill
at
wharf
North
E.
S.
S.
Co.’s
to
the
damage
sections. During the past week
Mrs. Alice Young and daughter Dorothy
meadow; thence north 62° east 88 rods to the
fti
»t mentioned bound, together with all tht
Deer
Isle.
voltages aud houses near the lake spent several daya in Ellsworth last week.
buildings thereon, it being the homestead of
*rre Ailed
with parties from Boston, BauMrs. Frank A. Gross, grand matron, and
the late William Ober. Also three and oneMrs. William Emery and mother, Mrs.
ASSETS
DEC’.
31, 1910.
*°r, Bar
half lots comprising the southern end of
Mrs. Harriet Haskell, associate matron of
Harbor, Ellsworth and Orono.
Real Entitle,
Thurston’s meadow and contiguous to the
Truesdale, are both ill of grip.
*
Harbor View chapter, attended a reception
Herman Salisbury has moved to Mt.
home lot, containing eighty acres in th*
Loans,
.Mortgage
Mrs. Ethel Eaton has gone to Hancock,
whole, more or less.
~***rt. The
given by the grand matron in Thomaston Collateral Loans,
family, of whom his aged where she has employment.
Rodney L. Allen.
and Itouils,
Stocks
Friday.
“iPPled mother, Mrs. Harriet Salis....
231.330.00
Deputy Sheriff.
A.
March 20.
t
Ji is a member, have endeared them....
70.20u.40
The Aquamarine club has engaged the Ca«li In »lHoe and Bank,
NOTICE
OF
ntn’
FORECLOSURE
OF CHATtee to
Balances,
A|t'
....
town hall for Monday evening, and will
many who regret their departure.
FKANKUN ROAD.
TEL MORTGAGE.
Bills Receivable.
Bufua Webb, son of Mrs. James
entertain members of the club and their lntere>t and
OF MAINE.
Jordan,
Friends of Thomas B. Walker are sorry
Kents,
....
3,007.40! County ofSTATE
m« home
ladies at whist, after which there w ill be a , All o.ber Ansqls,
Hancock ss.
....
Saturday from the woodB. to hear of his illness.
j
Lewis

in Seal

LOYAL PROTECTIVE INS. GO.
Boston, Massachusetts.

t*r

bii

^vbb, when not in school, utilizes
spare time learning
thoroughly the
on the
farm, and besides has learned

C. E.
been

Rogers, wife

visiting

and son, who have
in Blaebilt and Brooksville,

swing an axe” along with tbe experi- are home.
s»ved woodsmen.
Miss Qcay, trained nurse, who has been
Among viai,°r, ln town were Opt. \v. caring for Mrs. G. L. Stewart, has gone to
Bar Harbor.
IUon *nd «on of New
York; Frank
M.
March 20.

_

haV*

y°n

fre<iue,>t>y

tickling
V>Do-**nnovinB
y°»r cough

•ili<h^er1*^11

!

hoarse?

Do you
Al meats.
for
A *|***cl*«
your
N’any elderly people have found in Foley's
relief
and
permanent
annoy y u at Kidney Remedy aqrick
ni
bciiedt from kidnei and bladder ailments aud
*n<i do
y°u raise mucous in the from
®or
annoying urinary inegulaiities due to
Do y°° want relief? If so, take I advancing
N.
Isaac
Regan, Farmer.
yeai*.
"Foley's Kidney Remedy effected
*
and you | aMo., aays: cure
^°a*h
Remedy
1 want others
and
in
case
my
complete
he pleased.
Sold by all dealers.
to know of it.” For sale by all druggists.
throairT

hop. Refreshments will be served. I
Dross Assets,
Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, the oldest
Deduct itemn no> admitted,
person in town, died Sunday, aged ninety- |
Admitted Assets,
nine years, one month and six days. Mrs. I
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
Thompson had been a widow more th»n
forty years. She was left a widow’ when Net l'a paid Losses,
....
....
quite young, with a family of six children. Unearned Premiums,
I
other
All
iabilit
es,
She was a woman of strong Christian charsocial

in

Cbamberlain’s Stomac h

and Liver

Cash Capital.
....
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Tab-«
have
Total Liabilities aud Surplus,

reliable, and
been praised by thousands of women who
have been restored to health through their
gentle aid and curative properties. Sold
by ail dealers.
lets

are

safe,

sure

and

*330,597.80

* 59.142.85
85 030.00
12 757 41

lOoloOOOO
73 001.00

$3*30,597.80

CllAKLES ¥. ALLEN, Agent,

Hancock County.

Bar Harbor, Maine.

,

'VTOTICE is hereby given that whereaa
Charles J. Watson, formerly of Franklin, in said county and Slate (now residing
without the limns of the State of Maine), on
the iwenty-ufth day of May, a. d. 1900, mortgaged to the undersigned. Frank E. Blaisd. IL
of said Frauklin. certain goods and chattels
d scribed as tollo s. to wit: two bedsteads,
onech Homer, one conch, one dining table,
*i*ht chairs, two rocking chairs, one Popular
Clarion cook stove, oue horse, one wagon, on*
s eigh and one harness, to secure the
payment
of one hundred seventy-five dollars ($17$),
which aid mortgage is recorded in the town
records of said town of Franklin, book No, T.
pave H3. and whi reas the conditions of aaid
mortg ,ge hNv* been broker, now thereiora
notice is here n giveu of my intention to
forte os said mortgage for breach of its conditions.
Dated at Franklin, Maine, this seventh daw
ot March, a. d. i9lt.
Fnank E. Blaisdnll.

^

taliana of Daw M
eotsvlnoed The need tot the boor la tbs annual inhat it was tintka fckl. One of come from a grand wild-life endowment
he last ep1'
aMss was the arrest of Are fond ot >2,000,000, or let us say >80,000 per
ialiane hr
epon their persons the year. With that earn central headquar°*d re' ANiWe of
forty-three song birds. ters could be established in New York,
1 Ve Pr
AKSTVad the entire bag o! dead birds Chicago, Denver and Ban Francisco, and
I nd
during the annual three months of legiss«dp them as so exhibit.
lative sessions a hundred good workers
SOWS SCANT PROTECTION.
could- be etnployed. During the remainHut for the sportsmen of (he United
der of each year a dozen different lines of
Mates it is fairly certain that all oar game
educational and protective work could be
and
would
have
been
birds
quadrupeds
With a foundation like that, and
exterminated long ego, root and branch. pursued.
theactivities that it would foster, our wild
laws
on
our
statute
books
tbe
They placed
life could be saved, not only at its present
that have continued a remnant of quail,
degree of abundance, but millions ot adruffed grouse, woodcock,' and water fowl
ditional individuals could be brought
down ta this time.
With tbe protection
back! There is no mistake about this.
ot the large hoofed-end-horned game
Tbe methods and their results are as
species, such as tbe antelope, elk, deer,
simple and certain as tbe process in plantmooae, and cariboo, the sportsmening and barvesting a crop of corn.
have
had
much
naturalists of the country
But it seems that at present the money
to do. The song and insectivorous birds
cannot be secured; and we may as well
owe a large part of their salvation to the
Settle down to that fact. To collect small
Andubon societies.
And this has been til
sums fri-m the interested poor is too slow
very well- until now.
and laborious, and it leads to no large reTo-day a new condition has arisen. It sults. Tbe rich
simply will not be liberal
has been observed that tbe average sportsto this particular cause! 1 have sought to
man protects game in order that be may
interest a number of them who have not
sboot it! 1 think that the majority of
contributed to the promotion of
already
him does not care a rap for posterity, or
zoology.
Every ot her good cause on earth
for the sentimental preservation of wild
receives its millions, but this is put off
life. If you propose to cut off his shooting
with next to nothing. 1 asked one great
privilege, even tor five years, you are
philanthropist for a fund of a million dolliable to make an enemy of him—or at
lars to endow a great r nge of activities in
least a majority of him. Now, every New
this line, and I was told that “he really is
York outdoors man who uses his eyes ■
not interested”. I asked another, and reknows loll well that to-day tbe quail and
ceived no reply whatever.
woodoook and rufied grouse of New York j
| Recently I have asked lor a total of
state stand greatly in need of a five-year
>0,000, to provide >3,000 a year for three
close season. On this point there is no
but 1 now see that lam not
room for argument.
But will the sports- years’ work;
likely to secure it- not even the half of it.
men of New Y'ork state “stand for it”? It
The men that 1 have engaged for some
is my opinion that unless it is forced upon
very necessary campaign work will have
them

!

they.will

not.

Then is to be another great battle,

tn Km

over

laws, in Wisconsin; and
another in North Dakota, whan the attempt is being made to wipe out, with one
blow, an entim code of game laws! We
have been appealed to for help, xnd have
been naked to send a trained fighter to
North Dakota, bat where ore the sinews of
principles

and

to be found?
The present session of tbe legialatnm of
New York will witness a pitched battle
between the following forces:
Against | Wild Life—The Long island
war

Baymen’s association, to secure spring
shooting. The milliners association, to
repeal the pinamge law. The game dealers and coid-ataaage men, to repeal the
law that holds them slightly in check.
For Wild Life-The National Association of Audubon societies. The ChmpAre
club of America. Tbe Long Island Game
Protective association. Tbe State League

cleaned
al>
Bat the alarming thing
GAME PROTECTION. | is that wildup.
life generally is steadily
are

onr

|

fading away from m,

wardens. Of
SHALL WE OIVE TO POSTKBJTY

coarse

in

spite of laws and

there

are a

exceptions, bat I cannot pause to
ate them here.

A OAMBLESS COUNTRY?

few load
enanMr-

so are ptun causes.
WILLIAM

T.

BD&NADAY

BOUNDS

AN

ATiAMf AGAINST IMPENDING DOOM
OP

AMEDICA’S WILD LIFE.

for the Protect ion of Fish and Gama.

The troubles are these:
These are fifty times too many gunnece

according to Jaw.
The legal bag lieats are
especially on birds.

SINEWS OF WAR.

This brings to mind another prime
factor in the disappearance of wild tile
that is going to produce fetal results.
With but alight exceptions the unofficial

who shoot

far too

high,

|

fiiapniram>d

COUNTY NEWS. ££“.<£uti"

Dr. ■. a Phelps ha* returned irom
nectkmt. Daring hia absence Dr
took charge of his practice.

CRANBERRY IBU5B.
MiM Inn Bunker left Monday for Ear

B~!i

a abort visit.
Sonsla meetings have been well......
been 1U •‘nee changing the night.
Mn
Oipt. E.'C. Roesbroofc, who hss
Oark and Mn. Fred Ooodele
of bronchitis, is better.
week,
Thursday.
her
Miss Ethel Banker has been visiting
AU are glad that
aaot, Mrs. Millard Sparling, the past
8uperlntendent-oiSchools A. W. Gordon wae re-elected
week.
g
Gordon has done a great deal
the
to
carried
was
who
Everett Wedge,
the sUndard of the schools.
raising
was
opersuccessfully
hospital Saturday,
Mies Alien had charge of the
ated upon Sunday lor appendicitis.
ley servm,
afternoon. The sermon «M
A sad accident occurred last Tuesday, j Sunday
Mrs.
Miss
Boynton.
Bartlett sane
when Maurice, son of Stillman Stanley, by
solo, accompanied by Miss Wilson. R,c
was fatally injured and carried to bar HarC.
E.
in
the evenint on
Bromley preached
bor hospital, where he died Wednesday
the life ot St. Patrick.
night. He was struck with the fly-pin of
70.
March
( ,
the gasoline engine on the bout in which

Herbor for

„rvr^

he was Ashing. Maurice was seventeen
PENOBSCOT.
first
years of age, and was starting on the
Mrs. J. B. Littlefield is ill.
a
He
leaves
in
Spray.
sloop
trip Ashing
j
Edwin Leach has moved his
father, two brothers Clarence, of North- j
fsmily iW,
east Harbor, and Richard, of this plac, and the Varnnm tenement.
of
North;
Mrs.
Turner,
sieterstwo
Oeorge
There was a social dance at the town
kali
east Harbor, and Miss Myra, who is in the j Saturday evening. Music
by McDonald’,
the
at
held
were
services
j orchestra.
| West. Funeral
church Sunday afternoon. Rev. A. P. MacMn. William Hutchins is making as
t(Donald officiating. The flowers were beau- 1
!
tended visit in Hallowed with tier mother
school
from
the
; tiful, one piece being
who is ill.
league.
Mn. Addle Leach and son Jasper
left
The body of John B. Steele, Jr., who
last Friday tor Bar Harbor, where
they viu
died at the hospital in Boston Wednesday,
make their home. Their friends here
m
was brought home by his wife and mother
sorry to have them go.
Saturday. Sympathy is extended to the
Capt. William Sellers has moved his
I bereaved family in the loss of this young
here from Bnwer, where
they haw
I life. Mr. and Mrs. Steele have both been j family
lived three yean. Their many friends trt
in poor health, she having been in Massahave them back.
chusetts for a few weeks for her health glad to
March 70.
Woodlocis.
after being in the Bar Harbor hospital,
while he remained home to finish the fine
BAY8IDE.
were soon to move
which

j

new

home

they

After all, why should I worry any longer into. Mr. Steele was advised by his phyover these nutters?
I have done my ut- sician to
go to a specialist, and left for
most to stave off the impending anniblla
Everett about three weeks ago. He soon
tion; and I am tired of making bricks took hie bed, and was carried to the hoswithout straw. My grandchildren can enpital, where be died on Wednesday. He
dure a lifeless oountry as well as can those leaves a
wife, mother-Mrs. M. Q. Steele,
of other men. It 880 per oent. of my one brother Fred, and a sister—Mrs. Ida
countrymen are willing that the wild Stanley.
Funeral services were held at
creatures of our land should go to destruc- the ohurch
Monday at 1JO, the Odd Felcan.
I
can
“stand
it”
if
tion,
they
lows taking charge.
Flowers were nuI
have
months
the
twelve
Doling
past
merous and beautfiul.
observed wild Ufe in three widely sepaRooney.
March 20.
rated regions of this oountry—Mew York,
and
Florida-and
everywhere
Montana,
BULK8POKT.
conditions are the same. The remnant is
Mrs. Harold Hussey ia visiting in Old
smaller.
In
smaller
and
steadily growing
Town.
southern Sew York its fading away is
Miaa Kathleen Bockley la visiting in
save
in
wild
since
fowl,
plainly visible,
Boston.
the stoppage of spring sho ding. Here we
Mrs. Irving Heath, of Cambridge, Maaa.,
have o decided gain. Mow the bay men of
Long Island demand that the law shall be arrived Saturday.
Miaa Esther M. Jocylen left Thursday
repealed and the lid taken off.
“After as—the deluge!”
for Brookline, Maaa.
MAST SULLIVAN.

B*n*OT

Miaa Elisabeth Snowman gives an enjoyable dancing party to her class and a few
friends Tuesday evening In Odd Fellows
hall.

Capt. Samuel Alley’s health is very poor.
Mr*. Etfaelyn Remick is visiting is Boston and vicinity.
Mn. Horace Mark* haa been ill of grp
weeks, and is still confined to her tsd.
Mn. W. N. Lord is also ill with grip.

two

About aco cords of stave-wood and lags
hart bean hauled to Whitcomb. Hayim t
Co’s. Bayslda mill thil winter.
In the guessing contest for a doll (or
little girls in this town betwssn tbs iga
ot three and ten yean, little Mildred Tria
was the fortunate one by guessing ths
right number, winning the doll tad |L
The contest was arranged by H. C. Smith,
superintendent Of schools.
Much X.
K.
MARIA VII.I-F.

Fred Moor* and wile are at home iron
visit to 9eco.
One

of the pleasantest event* ol tie
took place at the home ol Oecrp
Frost end wile Monde; evening, Mircbl,
the sixty-sixth birthday ol Mr. Prat,
when Iriende and neighbors gavs him •
surprise. The long table in the bit
dining-room was soon spread with u
abundance ol good things. After sapper
music and games were enjoyed.
P.
March 21.
season

Benjamin Hadley, Jr., of Bar Harbor, is
the gnest of Fremont Bragdou.
The open seasons sve«t least twice Coo
The fair in Odd Fellows hall Wednesday,
men on the firing line are expected
to
Recent occumoees kave led me to make long.
The older child of George Graham, wbo
March 15, under the suspioee of Verona
the sinews of war that come from has
a new analysis of the conditions to-day
been very ill, is recovering.
The open market* for the sale of game supply
the paymaster’s chest! The lac* of money
grange, was a success in apite of the
affecting the wild creatures of this conti- are very deadly.
Lydia Hill, of Bar Harbor, is spending weather.
with which to hire men who cannot afford
nent and its effect on the future. It is not
Many shotguns and rifles are three times
her vacation witb her ancle, A. T. Hill.
to work forever for nothing is one of the
“The Milliner Man" will be given in
in the hope of materially affecting the too deadly to use in hunting.
Preparations are being made for an Emery hall
final result that J am led to write down
The “open seasons'' on all game that is 1 chief causes for the gameless and birdleaa
Friday evening, March 24, byEaster concert in the church, instead of
local talent, under the direction of Mrs.
dim rrtiartn nus
certain premises and conclusions.
The verging on extinction need replacement by continent that will be the portion of
the regular session of Sunday school.
Americans
hence.
flay
Urace
years
Hoyt Pomeroy, of Hampden.
deadly apathy of the great majority of five-year close seasons.
j
We are the greatest people on earth in
Mrs. Delphina Wooster is seriously ill si
Americans is so all-pervading and imThe killing of song and other insectI Mrs. E. B. Moore and little daughter
penetrable that no power on earth seems ivorous birds and squirrels for food is the locking of our stable doors after our her home. Mrs. Wooster is s remarkably Barbara left Thursday for her home in
horses
have
been
stolen!
active
woman
of
bright,
eighty-tbree i Worcester, Mass., after
likely ever to arouse our people to the ac- wicked and indefensible, but in many
spending several
If any cause ever needed money, it is the years.
tivity that is necessary for the adequate localities it is persistent.,
days with her grandfather, John J. Lee,
|
cause
of
tt«
wild
creatures
that
need
A party from here spent Saturday night, who is
proCatarrh Is Probably the Cause, lid
A chapter might be written on each of
preservation of their own birds, quadruvery feeble.
tection ; but this seems to be the only March
11, in the Sullivan camp at Tunk
peds and tisht a. 1 am laboring mechanic- these texts, but what is the use? it seeme?
The grammar school closed Friday afKid of the Cause.
i
cause
that
is
starved
to
death.
good
being
pond, reporting a pleasant time, witb ex- ter a
ally, like a man pumping on a sinking that the wild creatures of this gun-cursed
successful term. The principal. Miss
i
Ship, to do my own duty toward our wild land are doomed to go on fading away, Instead of the pennies that are available cellent sleighing.
If you have catarrh and have conSophie K. Baker, has won the esteem olt
there should be .dollars. In ail America
neighbors, to induce my friends to do until nothing of value remaps.
A strange feature of the low water and
pupils and parents by ef&cient work in stant ringing noises in your ears, look
There is no civilized nation on earth in only one large sum ever was given or be- cold weather has been the freezing of the the
theirs, and at the same time to school
into
the matter at once
schoolroom and her charming permyself not to care too much about the which there are so many shotguns and queathed for the protection of wild life. mill stream so that loaded teams have |
It's a pretty sure sigu that catarrh
; sonality.
Albert
Wilcox
left
to
the
National
Associrifles per capita or snob universal shootUltimate annihilation when it comes.
is spreading and is making its »ij
driven serose to water from the hole cat in
Mrs. Thomas F. Mason and Miss
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